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Fleet Building 

T
HE new telecommunications centre for London, 
Fleet Building, will be opened in April; a building 
that has cost just under £2 million in which auto

matic telex for London has been working since December 
12, and which will soon contain, as we have previously 
shown, many other facilities for London customers. 

It was appropriate that the first operational section 
should be for automatic telex, since it combines the 
principal advantages of all our telecommunication ser
vices; as the Postmaster General said in December, it 
offers businessmen "the speed of the telephone, the 
authority of the written word and the security of the 
cable", and is "the fastest means of communication, 
providing a complete office-to-office service". Inland 
automatic telex "paves the way to international customer
dialling. From next May customer-dialling of telex calls 
to Europe will start through a new exchange which will 
be installed in this building; by the end of (1961) 
customers will be able to dial 90 per cent. of their telex 
calls to the Continent for themselves". 

The Postmaster General pointed out that the value of 
the telex system depends on how well it is used and he 
urged business people to use it more. At present the 
average user employs it for sending only about six calls 
a day. Many of our customers take up telex for a special 
purpose and forget that it can be used for other purposes 
as well. There can be few subscribers who cannot find 
some of their suppliers and customers at the end of one 
of the 6,700 inland lines or roo,ooo oversea lines. 

The Post Office has provided the lines; we hope the 
City of London will make the best use of them. 
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Subscriber Trunk Dialling 
in London 
T. W. Mansfield 

The successful introduction of Subscriber Trunk 
Dialling in the United Kingdom was discussed in this 
Journal, Summer 1959· Other articles have dealt 
with National Telephone Numbers (Sp1·ing 1959), 
Register-Translators for STD (Summer 1959) and 
Charging for STD Calls (Winter 19.59). Jn this-the 
eighth article in our STD series-the author 
describes the problems in London arising from the 
changeover to STD, making particular reference to 
the methods to be used for routing calls through the 
trunk network. 

T
HE introduction of Subscriber Trunk Dialling 
to and from London creates particular 
problems largely because of the size of the 

project. The area and density of Metropolitan 
London makes any change from the present system 
of operator-controlled trunk calls an operation 
which must be carefully planned and phased to fit 

both Post Office economy and the supply of new 
items of communications equipment. In con
sequence, the changeover to STD in London will 
be gradual, the more important phases being 
completed this year and in 1962. 

For telephone administrative purposes, London 
and its immediate environs form the London 
Telecommunications Region. Because of dif
ferences in the method of handling telephone 
traffic, the L TR is divided into two broad terri
tories; the first, the Director Area, approximately 
12-! miles radius about Oxford Circus; the second, 
the Non-Director Area, extending from the 
Director Area to a radius of approximately 20 
miles about Oxford Circus. Switching telephone 
traffic between these two areas and the rest of the 
United Kingdom is a complex matter which will 
in no way be simplified by STD and, as there are 
to be differences in the techniques to be used in 
the Director and Non-Director Areas, it will 
perhaps make for clarity if the Director Area is 
considered first. 
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By its nature, the director system enables 
subscribers within the Area to dial each other, 
using the first three letters of the exchange name 
followed by four numerical digits; for example, 
WAT 5240 for Waterloo 5240. They can also dial 
local calls to nearly roo exchanges in the Non
Director Area. All trunk traffic is handled by 
operators at the local exchange, or at a Trunk 
Control Centre, where the operator completes the 
calls by dialling special numerical routing codes 
into the Kingsway, Faraday or Toll "A" trunk 
switching units in central London. A small residue 
of calls requiring manual handling at the distant 
end remains, but these are scheduled to be 
mechanized within the next ro years. 

By 1970, it is also expected that the present 210 
exchanges in the Director Area will have increased 
to 260 and the present r.2 million exchange lines 
to r.7 millions. In terms of traffic quantity, they 
already account for 60 million trunk calls a year 
although, because of the extensive area covered by 
local calls, this figure is only 16 per cent. of the 
national total. More than half of the Director Area 
trunk traffic originates from telephones within 
three miles of Oxford Circus; this has led to 
locating the trunk switching units within a small 
area and developing an intensive cable network 
radiating from the centre of London. 

STD into the Director Area 

Because so much preparatory work is involved, 
STD from exchanges in the Director Area will 
not be available until the Autumn of 1961. Its 
introduction at a large number of provincial 
exchanges in advance means that, for the time 
being, London must play a passive role limited to 
accepting STD from other areas. Without the 
facility of dialling into central London, the value of 
STD at many provincial exchanges would be 
greatly reduced, as the remainder of their trunk 
traffic is widely dispersed. The continued high rate 



of growth of trunk traffic, now about 12-15 per 
cent. a year, has exceeded the most optimistic 
estimates and is leading to overloading trunk 
switchboards, particularly in the larger towns. 
Difficulties in recruiting operating staff in areas 
where light industry is a major competitor for 
labour are also reaching serious proportions; much 
therefore depends on the early exploitation of STD 
into London. 

Processing of STD calls 

The register-translator equipment1 to be used 
for processing subscriber-dialled trunk calls, is 
designed to operate within a national numbering 
scheme2 which requires that all subscribers on 
automatic exchanges in the London Director Area 
be identified by a combination of letters and 
figures containing four essential parts:-

(i) the STD prefix "O", to obtain connexion 
to the controlling register translators 

(ii) the figure "1", to identify the London 
Director Area. ((i) and (ii) forming the 
London "number group" code) 

(iii) the first three letters of the director 
exchange name 

(iv) the local number of the subscriber ((i), (ii), 
(iii) and (iv) forming the "national 
number") 
for example :-01 WAT 5240, for London 

Waterloo 5240. 

The controlling register-translators to be 
installed in many provincial exchanges can provide 
up to 180 translations, or routing codes, to control 
the routing of calls through the trunk network. 
They are, however, designed to recognize the 
London Director Area as a single number group 
and, to identify individual director exchanges, a 
further stage of translation is required; this is to 
be achieved initially by using the existing facilities 
of London Trunk Director Exchange. 

Trunk Director was originally provided to 
permit trunk operators in the larger provincial 
cities to dial into London using the first three 
letters of the director exchange name followed by 
the local number. The director equipment 
translates the exchange name code into a new code 
of from two to five digits determined by the 
subsequent routing of the call through the 

I. Register Tra11slators for STD. 
Telecommunications Journal, Summer 1959 

2. National Telephone Numbers. 
Telecommunications Journal, Spring 1959 
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director network. It will be used to an increasing 
extent for STD into the Director Area (Fig. rn) 
and must take the brunt of this type of traffic until 
additional translating facilities are provided in 
Faraday Trunk Exchange. 

Faraday Trunk Exchange was also provided to 
permit operator dialling into London but extended 
the facility to smaller provincial centres. In 
contrast to Trunk Director, an operator using the 
Faraday unit must dial numerical codes of two or 
three figures to obtain the desired director ex
change, so avoiding the cost and delay of transla
tion. Such a system is unsuitable for STD and 
incoming register-translators will be provided in 
Faraday Trunk Exchange during this year to 
augment Trunk Director. They will be used at 
first for subscriber-dialled traffic only but ulti
mately will provide distant operators with director 
code dialling over the same routes. One operational 
feature associated with incoming register-trans
lators, and not provided in the older director 
equipment, will enable the operator to discard the 
translating process by first dialling the figure "1 ". 
Any subsequent digits will be treated as though the 
operator were using the present system of number 
code dialling and will permit access to manual 
exchanges and special services in London, not 
available to the subscriber using STD. 

STD from the Director Area 

As in other areas, the successful changeover to 
STD in London requires breaking down sub
scribers' old telephone habits and substituting new 
ones. The introduction of Group Charging3 in 
January 1958 was a big step in this direction 
inasmuch as subscribers on Director Area ex
changes were given extended dialling facilities for 
untimed calls to most exchanges within 20 miles 
of Oxford Circus. Subsequently, the assistance 
code "O" was replaced by "100", this change 
being completed well in advance of STD to 
minimize the amount of false "O" code traffic 
likely to continue after the change. As a result, 
within a short period about 30,000 coin-box dials 
in the London call offices had to be modified to 
permit dialling of the "100" code without inserting 
coins. Other preparations for introducing STD 
present a more formidable task as many of the 
older automatic exchanges require partial re
equipping. Some of these lie within central 
London where, to avoid unfavourable reaction by 

3. Simplified Charges. Telecommunications Journal, Winter 1958 
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subscribers, STD should be introduced at all 
exchanges within as short a period as possible. 

Citadel 

After considering the relative merits of providing 
STD equipment either at individual exchanges, or 
at a few centralized locations, it was decided that 
London would use large centralized units of 
controlling register-translators in the centre of the 
City, close to the origin of the greater part of the 
trunk traffic from the Director Area. The first 
centralized unit, to be called "Citadel'', will be 
ready for service in Faraday Building this 
autumn. It will be equipped with magnetic drum 
type register-translators capable of producing more 
than l,ooo separate translations for routing 
purposes, although initially not more than 250 
may be required. The existing extensive trunk 
network radiating from the Kingsway, Faraday 
and Toll "A" trunk units will be used to circulate 
the STD traffic to other switching centres through
out the United Kingdom but will be augmented by 
14 direct routes from the equipment in Citadel to 
the larger provincial cities (Fig. lb). These 14 
direct routes have the attractive feature that fewer 
switching stages will be involved, with a resulting 
greater initial range of exchanges obtainable under 
STD. Newer forms of signalling can also con-

FROM ALL PROVINCIAL 

FROM LARGER PROVINCIAL 

STD CENTRES 
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veniently be used and some relief given to the 
already overloaded London trunk units. 

The design for Citadel was finally based on two 
switching stages, the first using the newer 4,000-
type two-motion selector to provide links totalling 
approximately l,500 circuits to the London trunk 
units, the second stage using 40 outlet high speed 
motor uniselectors to obtain the 14 direct routes. 
Sufficient flexibility was included in the trunking 
design to allow the future connexion of more 
direct routes as required. In the initial stages of 
STD from London, this arrangement will permit 
director exchange subscribers to dial approxi
mately 55 per cent. of their own trunk calls, 
increasing to 75 per cent. in 1965. STD access to 
the remainder will not be achieved until all 
manual exchanges are converted to automatic 
working and translating facilities are provided at 
intermediate trunk switching centres. 

Dialling Trunk Calls 

In common with other areas converted to STD, 
the director exchange subscriber wishing to make 
a long distance call will first dial "O''. This will 
provide connexion via level "O" of the local A 
digit selectors to a local register to be provided 
in the director exchange. The local register will 
store all subsequent digits of the national number 
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and transmit a predetermined digit to the director 
exchange first code selectors which will establish 
a connexion over a direct junction to Citadel 
(Fig. 2). It will then repeat its stored information to 
the register-translators in Citadel for further 
processing to determine the charging rate4 and 
routing for the call. 

Although it was intended that a fairly rigid 
pattern should be used to determine the routing 
of calls from Citadel, this has not proved practic
able and a more flexible arrangement has been 
accepted. In general terms, calls to minor exchanges 
within 50 miles radius of central London will be 
completed over Toll "A" routes. Calls to pro
vincial group centres with direct routes from 
London will circulate via the Faraday trunk unit 
and via Kingsway to other centres requiring 
further switching at an intermediate trunk centre. 
The direct routes from Citadel replace these 
arrangements on 14 of the larger routes from 

4, Charging for STD calls. 
Telecommunications Journal, If/inter 1959 
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Kingsway and Faraday but the reduced load on 
these two units will be taken up again by the 
growth of operator controlled trunk traffic. 

Some impression of the task allotted to Citadel 
may be gained from its design figures. By 1965 it 
will be required to handle nearly 50,000 calls in 
the morning busy hour from 200 director ex
changes connected to it over 8,ooo junctions. The 
first live traffic processed in Citadel will probably 
be controlled by operators at certain central 
London exchanges who will, temporarily, be able 
to dial through the register-translators and 
switching equipment; this arrangement, besides 
providing useful operational experience of the 
unit, will ensure that optimum use of the direct 
routes is made during the early stages of STD in 
London. 

Dialling local calls 
The London subscriber will continue to dial the 

standard three letter-four figure codes to obtain 
other director exchange subscribers. Any code 
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beginning with the digits 1-9, or any letter other 
than " O'', will not be connected to the register
translator equipment but will be processed by the 
local director equipment as before. Should a 
subscriber dial the full national number of another 
London director exchange subscriber, access has 
been provided from Citadel to Toll "B" Director 
Exchange. After receiving the digit "1'', the 
register-translator equipment in Citadel will repeat 
the remainder of the national number to the 
directors in Toll "B" for disposal via the director 
network. 

short two letter-one figure codes; for example, 
CA4 to obtain Caterham exchange, followed by 
the local number. Should the full national number 
be dialled, the call will be processed as a long 
distance call at Citadel, but completed via Toll 
"A". 

Calls already dialled from the Director Area to 
exchanges in the Non-Director Area will also 
follow their existing routing pattern via Toll "A" 
without recourse to the centralized register
translators. The subscriber will continue to use 

Future Planning in London 
Although, quite naturally, present endeavour in 

London is primarily concerned with introducing 
STD as quickly as possible, plans for its future 
development are much in evidence. A second 
centralized register-translator unit, with facilities 
similar to Citadel, is being planned for 1965 and 
probably each exchange in the Director Area will be 
connected to both units over a system of alternative 
junctions so that the effects of a breakdown 
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anywhere within the system will be minimized. For 
disposing of STD traffic to smaller provincial 
centres, Citadel will use Faraday Trunk Exchange 
and the second register-translator unit will use 
Kingsway (Fig. 3). An additional trunk exchange, 
to terminate more than 5,000 incoming trunk 
circuits, is also being planned to come into service 
at about the same time and will greatly extend the 
capacity for subscriber dialling into London. 

The introduction of International STD raises 
other technical and administrative problems yet to 
be solved but it is hoped to provide ISD via 
Citadel to Europe by 1964 for subscribers in the 
Director Area. 

STD in the Non-Director Area 

The Non-Director Area of the LTR includes 
approximately 220,000 subscribers on nearly roo 
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consequently have a marked community of interest 
with central London, but comparatively little 
between each other. The remaining two groups 
are not adjacent but are more than 20 miles 
east of London and, for routing trunk traffic, are 
considered provincial areas. 

Short range trunk traffic (less than approxi
mately 50 miles distance), from manual exchanges 
in the adjacent charging groups is controlled by 
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the local operator. Longer distance traffic, with all 
trunk traffic from subscribers on automatic 
exchanges, is concentrated at operating positions 
in certain larger exchanges called Group Centres. 
This pattern has already produced cable networks 
radiating from the centre of London by which all 
Group Centres within 50 miles are connected to 
Kingsway Trunk Exchange, and the majority of 
minor exchanges in the same area to Toll "A". 
(The word Toll lost its original significance with 
Group Charging in 1958 but the term persists for 
convenience in the names of certain of the London 
trunk exchanges.) The Kingsway trunk unit is also 
connected to most other major towns and cities in 
the United Kingdom over a network of 130 routes 
in both directions and is used by provincial 
operators to obtain exchanges in the Non-Director 
Area of the L TR. 

STD to and from the Non-Director Area 

STD to and from exchanges in the Non
Director Area will generally follow the same basic 
pattern adopted for the outskirts of the larger 
.cities in other regions. The routing and charging 
of STD calls will be controlled by electro
mechanical type controlling register-translators 
,concentrated at certain exchanges, called Group 
Switching Centres (GSC). As it is impracticable 
for all GSCs to be interconnected by direct or 
"single-link" routes, intermediate switching 
centres have to be used, usually the trunk units in 
the larger cities (Fig. 4). The extensive cable 

network of Kingsway Trunk Exchange will 
provide a considerable amount of "two link" 
working between many provincial areas and the 
London Non-Director Area. STD access to and 
from the remaining areas requiring "three-link" 
connections will not be obtainable until additional 
translating facilities are later provided at Kingsway 
and similar provincial trunk units. Some "two
link" working will also be provided over Toll "A" 
to a few exchanges in the original London Toll 
Area; this is intended as a temporary arrangement 
which will cease with the provision of trunk 
switching units at Cambridge, Reading and 
Tunbridge Wells in the Home Counties Region in 
1963 and the subsequent re-routing of the Toll 
"A" traffic. 

The number of provincial exchanges initially 
obtainable via STD at London non-director 
exchanges is therefore largely dependent on 
whether they are directly obtainable via Kingsway 
or Toll "A". 

Adjacent Area Problem 

Subscribers on automatic exchanges in the 
adjacent charging groups may already dial local 
calls into the Director Area via Toll "B" Director 
Exchange in central London, using four digit 
dialling codes; as subscribers on these exchanges 
have hitherto had figure-only dials, the codes 
comprise the numerical equivalent of the first 
three letters of the director exchange name, 
prefixed by the digit "7''; for example, the code 



7 928 followed by the local number is used to 
obtain a subscriber on Waterloo Exchange. On 
calls to manual exchanges obtained in this way, the 
caller is not required to dial the local number but 
to pass it orally to the incoming B position operator 
in the manual exchange. 

Direct dialling of local calls to other nearby 
automatic or manual exchanges, using special 
numerical codes individual to the exchange 
concerned and varying between two and six digits, 
is also provided. This facility is often used to 
obtain a few exchanges in the Director Area, thus 
avoiding the round path of approximately 25 miles 
via Toll "B" Director. To prepare for STD, 
telephones in the Non-Director Area are gradually 
being fitted with letter-figure dials similar to those 
used in the Director Area and this opens up the 
possibility of using three-letter codes for calls into 
London. Although calls of this type are not 
regarded as true STD traffic, they are considerably 
affected by the introduction of STD at exchanges 
in the adjacent charging groups. 

Access to London Director Area 

With the changeover to STD and tlilllllg of 
local calls, subscribers on the adjacent charging 
group exchanges will discontinue using the prefix 
"7'' to obtain central London exchanges. Instead, 
they will dial the national number; that is, 01 

followed by the first three letters of the exchange 
name to obtain all director automatic exchanges. 
On dialling "O", the subscriber will be connected 
automatically to the controlling register-translator 
in the GSC which will then store all subsequent 
digits and examine the remainder of the code to 
decide whether the call is intended for the London 
Director Area. If it is, and no direct route exists 
between the GSC and the director exchange whose 
code has been dialled, the controlling register
translator will route the call to Toll "B" Director 
for further processing. 

For both technical and operational reasons, 
STD to manual exchanges will not normally be 
provided and manual exchanges will be omitted 
from the STD dialling code lists. However, in 
respect of the adjacent charging group exchanges, 
it is desired to avoid withdrawal of the existing 
facilities for dialling to 17 manual exchanges in the 
Director Area. This problem has been overcome by 
instructing the subscriber to dial the digit "9", and 
one or more other specified digits, followed by the 
first three letters of the manual exchange name. 
These calls will by-pass the controlling register-
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translator at the GSC and be connected direct to 
Toll "B" Director for completion as before STD. 

Short Range Register-Translators 

The marked community of interest that exists 
between minor exchanges in the adjacent charging 
groups and nearby exchanges in the Director Area 
could lead to an undesirable concentration of short 
range traffic at the GSC if it were all required to 
circulate via the controlling register-translators. 
Some minor exchanges are therefore to be pro
vided with simplified, or "short-range" register
translators, to deal with calls into the Director 
Area (Fig. 5). The subscriber on an exchange so 
provided will be connected to this equipment after 
dialling "O". Should the second dialled digit be 
"1", the short-range register-translator will 
continue to receive and store the remaining digits 
of the national number but will examine the 
director exchange code to determine whether (a), 
to route direct from the minor exchange to the 
objective director exchange or (b), to use a direct 
route obtained via the GSC or (c), to route via 
Toll "B" Director exchange. The total number of 
outlets from the minor exchange under this 
arrangement is limited by equipment design to 25 
but as there should always be at least one outlet to 
the GSC, and also one to Toll "B" Director, the 
number of direct routes to individual director 
exchanges cannot exceed 23. 

Should the second digit of the national number 
be a letter, or a figure other than "

1
"

, the short
range register-translator will continue to store the 
succeeding digits but will repeat this information 
to the controlling register-translators at the GSC 
for further processing. 

Earlier planning for STD in the L TR assumed 
that short-range register-translators would be 
liberally provided at many minor exchanges in the 
adjacent charging groups but subsequent cost 
studies have shown that they are likely to be 
installed at only a limited number of exchanges. 

The changeover to STD in London is an immense 
project that has required the fullest efforts of the 
various staffs in Regional Headquarters, and the 
Telephone Managers' Areas. It is with sincere 
appreciation that the writer and his colleagues in the· 
Telecommunications Branch pay tribute to their 
associates in the Engineering Branch for the ii· 
unfailing enthusiasm in seeing a new technique 
through to fruition. 



Museum Tower 
The Post Office is planning to build this 500-f oot 

tower to replace the radio mast on Museum 

Exchange, London. 

The mast stands up only 180 feet. The higher 

tower is desirable because the high buildings 

already erected or planned in London threaten the 

public telephone and television links. 

Museum Exchange contains the London 

Television Network Switching Centre, 

which Mr. W. L. Newman described 

in our Autumn 1956 number. It is also 

the London focal point for 111icro-wave 

radio l£nks which are carrying more and 

more trunk telephone traffic. 

It will be used in broadcasting tele

vision programmes direct to the public, 

will relay programmes between studios, 

contrnl centres and transmitters. It will 

be a convenient centre for outside hook-up 

in the Greater London area, and will be 

a suitable focal point for closed-circuit 

television. 

The tower is planned for expansion to 

meet foreseeable needs f 01· radio links 

for the next 40 years. The Postmaster 

General told the Press, when showing 

it to them on February r, that probably 

by 1980, 24 telephony systems, each 

capable of carrying 960 separate conversations, 

will be in use; this number could be doubled in 20 

years and still leave rnom for 111ore than roo tele

vision outlets, capable of servmg colour service 

among other needs. 
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The upper part of the tower, containing the 

aerial galleries, requ£res a circular shape 

enabling the transmission of signals 

through 360°. A minimum diameter of 

about 50 feet is determined by the 

placing of the aerial units. The direc

tional aerials are in the upper part of 

the tower, from 355 to 470 feet. 

The tower design has been accepted 

in principle by the Royal Fine Art 

Commission, and London County 

Council have accepted the proposed 

development. The Post Office, believing 

that the design will add to London's 

amenities, is providing a public observa

tion platform, about 460 feet high, 

which will be reached in some 40 seconds 

by about 8 111.p.h. lifts. 

The new tower is to be built along

side, and in conjunction with an extension 

to Museum Exchange. The extension 

will provide approximately 150,000 square 

feet of floor space. The whole will cost 

about £1 million. 



H.M. Telegraph Ship "MONARCH" 

Crew Accommodation and Radio Equipment 

Modernized Captain I. R. Finlayson 

J\ N extensive programme for modernizing mum of painted surfaces on the deckhead. The n crew accommodation and radio equipment in messrooms were fitted with pantries equipped with 
H.M.T.S. Monarch has recently been com- stainless steel sinks and refrigerators. Air-condi-

pleted. tioning units were provided in the Petty Officers' 
Crew accommodation in Post Office cable ships and crews' new messrooms to make these spaces 

is designed to conform to the standards laid down comfortably cool under tropical conditions. 
in the regulations governing merchant shipping. These new arrangements proved very successful 
When Monarch was planned during the Second and were very popular with the crew-to such an 

World War the standards were those of the early extent in fact, it was decided that instead of 
and mid-thirties, plus a measure of war-time modernizing by stages the remaining accommoda
austerity. Since then the standards of crew accom- tion would be dealt with in one operation. Ac
modation at sea have improved tremendously, with cordingly forty-five cabins were modernized on the 
the result that the accommodation for Petty same lines in fifty-four days, during the refit 
Officers and ratings in Monarch had become very recently completed. The amount of work involved 
much out of date. can be really appreciated only by those familiar 

A year ago a staged modernization programme with ships. All cabins had to be completely stripped 
of the accommodation for Petty Officers and of furniture, fittings and bulkhead wiring. The 
ratings was put in hand. The first stage was to bulkhead surfaces had to be prepared and then 
abolish the system of separate messrooms for fitted with plastic facings, new floor coverings were 
quartermasters, seamen, stokers and catering staff laid, new specially-made furniture in timber was 
and to provide a central messroom instead. At the fitted to replace steel furniture, electric wiring and 
same time the Petty Officers' mess was moved to ventilation trunking were replaced, and painted 
another part of the ship and completely modern- surfaces renewed. This modernization has resulted 
ized. These rearrangements made available space in accommodation of the highest standards for 
for five extra cabins, thus permitting the berths in Petty Officers and ratings, equal to the best 
the ratings' cabins to be rearranged to a maximum modern practice at sea. 
of three per cabin. The opportunity was also taken to rearrange the 

The modernized accommodation was panelled extensive radio installation, providing a new 
with plastic-faced material, leaving only a mini- operational layout and other ancillary features to 
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improve convenience of working and extend 
facilities. A single side-band transmitter, one of the 
first to be installed on a ship, which had been in 
service for 10 years and was becoming difficult to 
maintain, was replaced by a lower-powered general 
purpose transmitter which may be used as a single 
u·ansmitter or coupled to a new type of amplifier, 
which was also provided. This amplifier requires 
only aerial tuning, thus providing simpler and 
quicker changes in operating frequency, and when 
coupled to the general purpose transmitter pro
vides equivalent power output compared with the 
old equipment. The amplifier also permits alterna
tive coupling to a second general purpose trans
mitter which existed before the refit. 

The new equipment is more compact and it 
enabled allocation of part of the accommodation as 
<,t working area to carry out service and repair of 
equipment when at sea, and to achieve much 
improved storage of spare components, valves and 
so on. Space was also gained to allow provision of 
a separate kiosk for ships' personnel to use when 
making radio telephone calls,· and provide more 
suitable arrangements for handing in telegrams. 

VHF radio telephone equipment has been in
stalled on the Bridge for communication with Port 
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and Harbour authorities, and with other similarly 
equipped ships. This also provides additional 
channels for radio telephone calls. 

A second radar set providing either relative or 
true motion on a 12-inch display was fitted, the 
aerial scanners for this equipment and an existing 
radar set being mounted on a new mast. This also 
involved extending the radar hut on the upper 
bridge deck to house the radar transmitter and 
receiver and ancillary units of both systems. 
Opportunity was taken to arrange the equipment 
to afford convenient bench and working space for 
servicing the radar units and provide storage for 
spares. 

The AC power supplies for the radio equip
ments previously provided by 8 kVA and 800 Watt 
alternators were increased by installing a new 
30 kVA three-phase alternator in the engine room. 
Distribution of these three power supplies was 
rearranged, providing a new switchboard in the 
radio office annexe to facilitate switching of equip
ment loads to the alternator supply appropriate to 
the level of supply needed for the working load. 
This varies between a low load for essential watch
keeping equipment only and maximum load when 
all radio equipments are in operation. 

H.M.T.S. A/,,.·1, 

fourth of her name, 

whose launching on 

November 7 we 

reported in our 

\Vintcr issue 



Inspection by Batch Sampling 
F. T. Weston 

Batch sampling is the method used by the P?st 
Office Engineering Department's Test and Inspect1�n 
Branch to safeguard, with minimum cost, the quality 
of most engineering store�. Belo'll!, Mr: F. T. IVes�on 
outlines some of the mam conszderatzons underlyuzg 
the Branch's methods. 

A
CCEPTANCE testing

_
in which every item is 

inspected and tested i� commonly ki_lown as 
100 per cent. inspection. At one time t�e 

Test and Inspection Branch gel!-erally �sed this 
method, though with some curtailmei:it m appro
priate conditions. Although costly, It was c?n
sidered the most reliable means of guaranteemg 
the quality of accepted st?res. 

Experience not only m the Post Office but 
throughout industry has, however, proved 

.
that 

100 per cent. inspection often detects substantially 
less than 100 per cent. of the �efectives in s�ores 
inspected. Hence, if stores con tam many defectives, 
the number of defectives remaining after 100 per 
cent. inspection may still be u?-desirably high .

. 
This 

conclusion is not a reflect10n on the skill or 
reliability of inspectors; it is simply a recognition 
of the fact, as shown by the Medical Rt;search 
Council * that in dealing with bulk supphes, no 
inspectdr can consistently �aintain the high degree 
of vigilance and concentration necessary to ensure 
that every defective item is detected. 

. . Another serious objection to a system m which 
the consumer undertakes the detailed inspection of 
goods is that it gives the supplier little �ncen�ve to 
limit inspection costs. He may find It easier to 
correct individual defectives rejected by the 
consumer than to improve his production meth?ds 
and so is likely to persist in using manufacturmg 
methods which result in a high proportion of 
defectives. The consumer who undertakes 100 per 
cent. inspection is therefore commonly faced _with 
the unenviable task of trying to extract a rehable 
supply of goods 

.
from � p�oducti?n of doubtful 

quality-an exercise which is certam to be expen
sive and is unlikely to be successful. 

*Research on the Measurement of Human Perfor
mance-Medical Research Council, Special Report 
Series No. 268. 

These difficulties can be avoided by insisting 
that the supplier himself should ensure that the 
goods as a whole are of a general standard of 
quality acceptable to the consumer when sub
mitted. The supplier's profit then depends not on 
the cost of production alone but on the total cost of 
production and inspection. Inspection is no longer 
a free service provided by the consumer to what
ever extent may be necessary to make up for 
deficiencies in production methods, but is an 
expensive overhead not to be incurred unneces
sarily. The supplier, t�erefore, has a strong 
incentive to employ efficient methods o� prod:ic
tion which avoid the wasteful use of mspecuon 
effort. Further, since all suppliers are required to 
submit goods of acceptable quality, the danger t�at 
competitive tendering will encourage poor quahty 
production is avoided. 

Acceptable Quality Level 
If suppliers are to be held respo

.
nsib�e �or sub

mitting goods of acceptable quahry, It is most 
desirable to state clearly what is meant by 
"acceptable"; otherwise delays and disputes

. 
will 

occur. It is not possible to ensure 
.
that 

.
every s�gle 

item in bulk supplies meets specification reqmr�
ments in every possible way. Attempts to obtam 
such perfection would almost

. 
certainly pro�e 

abortive. They would also be hkely to result m 
substantially increased production costs, and hence 
increased purchasing costs to the Post Office. 

On the other hand, if too great a proportion of 
stores were defective, heavy installation and main
tenance costs would be incurred and service would 
deteriorate. A compromise has therefore to be 
sought between these extremes; the aim must be, 
not complete freedom from defectives ?1 suppl!es, 
but such a level of defectives that service reqmre
ments will be adequately met and total costs 
minimized. 

Acceptable Quality Levels (AQI_.,s) based on 
practical experience o� manu�acturmg and 

. 
field 

conditions are now bemg specified for practically 
all engineering supplies which the Post Office buys 
in bulk. For most items, the AQL is expressed. as 
the maximum permissible percentage of defective 



it��s i� goods submitted. Defects are usually 
d1v1ded mto two classes-serious defects known as 
"Major Defects" and defects which are dot serious, 
known as "Minor Defects". A separate AQL is 
quoted for each. 

Batch Sampling 

Acceptance testing using batch sampling is em
ployed to ensure that suppliers conform to the 
desired standards of quality, and a decision whether 
to accept or reject the whole of a delivery or batch 
of goods is made on the evidence of a random 

�ample drawn from the batch. A batch is rejected 
if the number of defectives found in the sample is 
greater than a prescribed number, called the 
"Acceptance Number" (AN); otherwise it is 
accepted. Such acceptance usually means that the 
batch is put to stock without further examination. 
In certain very exceptional instances, however, the 
"accepted" batch may be subjected to a detailed 
examination by Post Office inspectors, any defec
tive item found being individually rejected. This 
additional precaution is limited to those items 
where the greatest possible freedom from defec
tives is essential: for example, safety belts. 

The Test and Inspection Branch has used this 
system for many years and applies it to practically 
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all en�ineering supplies bought in quantity. The 
samplmg plans have been progressively modified in 
the light of experience, and at present a revised 
series of plans is being brought into operation with 
the object of securing a more effective control of 
quality. 

� variety of different types of sampling plans is 
available. Plans which require the examination of a 
fixed number of items per batch are known as 
Single Sampling Plans; plans in which the decision 
whether to 

.
accept or reject the batch may be 

deferred until a second sample has been examined 

�re kn
.
own as Double Sampling Plans; and plan� 

mvolvmg a larger number of samples are known as 
Multiple Sampling Plans or Sequential Sampling 
Plans according to type. 

Multiple and Sequential Sampling Plans, and to 
a less extent Double Sampling Plans, are more 
efficient than Single Sampling Plans in terms of the 
average sampling effort required to achieve a 
desir�d degree of control. However, Post Office 
reqmrements are adequately met by using quite 
small samples so that the savings involved would be 
only ma�ginal. Further, with Double, Multiple and 
Sequential Plans, the number of items examined 
p�r batch an� t�erefore the staff required to deal 
with

. 
a supplier s output, will vary widely with 

quality and cannot be determined in advance. Staff 
complementing difficulties therefore arise. For 
these reasons, the Test and Inspection Branch now 
favours Single Sampling Plans. 

Operating Characteristic 

A Single Sampling Plan is completely identified 
by the size of sample and the Acceptance Number 
(AN) .

. 
With any s�mpling plan, the probability of 

acceptmg a particular batch depends on the 
quahtr of that bate?, and the curve for a given 
sampling plan which shows the relationship 
betwe�n batch quality and probability of accept
ance, is known as the Operating Characteristic 
Curve (OCC). 

Ideal�y, t
.
he OCC would be of step form, as 

shown m Fig. I. A sampling plan with this OCC 
would 

.
accept.with certainty all batches equal to or 

better m quality than the Acceptable Quality Level 
and would reject with certainty all worse batches'. 
However, it W?uld need a "sample" as large as the 
batch. Samplmg plans could be designed to 
approach the perfect discrimination of the ideal 
OCC. Since, however, the consequences of 
accepting batches only slightly worse than the 
AQL would not be serious, the sampling effort 
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needed to approach the ideal OCC could not be 
justified. 

Fig. 2 shows the OCCs of various practical 
sampling plans. The ideal OCC is drawn in the 
same figure for comparison. It will be noted that 
the larger the sample the closer is the OCC to the 
ideal. 

Producer's and Consumer's Risks 

Batch sampling plans must meet two require
ments: they must protect the producer against an 
undue risk of having satisfactory batches rejected, 
and they must protect the consumer against an 

undue risk of accepting unsatisfactory batches. The 
producer is protected quite simply by choosing a 
sampling plan in which the "Producer's Risk"
that is, the risk of rejecting a batch at the AQL
does not exceed some small stated value. With 
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Post Office sampling plans, this risk does not 
normally exceed one chance in twenty; in other 
words, the probability of rejection does not exceed 
0.05. Hence, if the supplier ensures that the 
percentage of defectives does not exceed the AQL, 
then not more than one batch in twenty will on 
average be rejected. 

Fig. 3 shows the AQL and Producer's Risk on a 
typical OCC. It will be seen that the probability 
of rejection at the AQL is 0.025; that is, 
the Producer's Risk is 0.025. Protection of the 
consumer is more involved, depending on the 
practical circumstances in which batch sampling is 
to be operated. One method of protecting the 
consumer is to specify a quality rather worse than 
the AQL, and to choose a sampling plan which 
severely limits the chances of accepting submitted 
batches of that quality. This specified quality is 
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known as the Lot Tolerance Percentage Defective 
(L TPD). (Lot is the American term for batch.) The 
probability of accepting a batch at the L TPD is 
known as the Consumer's Risk. The Consumer's 
Risk is generally 0.05 or o.I. 

Sampling plans in which specified producer's 
and consumer's risks are not exceeded may readily 
be designed, and will provide a defined minimum 
protection for both producer and consumer. The 
closer the qualities AQL and L TPD the steeper 
the OCC will be, and the greater the size of sample 
needed. It follows that a high degree of discrimina
tion between good and not so good batches must be 
paid for heavily in terms of the number of items 
examined. Fig. 4 shows the OCCs of two sampling 
plans. Both are based on an AQL of 0.5 per cent., 
a Producer's Risk of 0.025 and a Consumer's Risk 
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of 0.05. One, however, has a L TPD of 3 ! per cent. 
while the second, which requires a much smaller 
sample, has a L TPD of JO per cent. The second 
plan would not be considered to discriminate 
satisfactorily between good and bad batches. 

Sampling plans based on specified producer's 
and consumer's risks are intended to discriminate 
between good and bad individual batches, accept
ing the former and rejecting the latter with defined 
probabilities. Where, however, the total purchase 
involves a number of batches, the consumer may be 
less interested in distinguishing between a good 
batch and a bad one than in securing a satisfactory 
average quality. 

Sampling plans which discriminate closely be
tween good and bad individual batches require 
much larger samples than those which do not, and 



it would be wasteful to pay for such discrimination 
when it is not needed. 

In such circumstances it is preferable to use 
plans which while not discriminating closely 
between good and bad batches, nevertheless ensure 
a satisfactory average quality of accepted batches. 
These plans are of two broad types; one is largely 
used where there is a continuous production of a 
large number of batches and the other where 
production is discontinuous, the production run 
involving but a few batches. 

Continuous Production 

Sampling plans used by the Test and Inspection 
Branch to safeguard the average quality of contin
uous production take advantage of the fact that 
where substantial numbers of batches are con
cerned, suppliers find that frequent batch rejections 
are a considerable embarrassment and therefore 
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seek to avoid them. These sampling plans are 
designed to satisfy a specified Producer's Risk, and 
at the same time to ensure that if quality were to 
fall below the desired level the rate of batch 
rejection would be large enough to cause suppliers 
serious inconvenience. This provides them with an 
incentive to exercise effective control of quality and 
to restore it quickly to the desired level should it 
fall. A sampling plan based on this principle is a 
form of penalty plan, the penalty progressively 
increasing in severity as quality becomes worse. A 
sufficient increase in severity with decline in 
quality can generally be obtained using quite 
small samples. 

A typical curve showing the relationship between 
Batch Rejection Rate and quality is given in Fig. 5. 
It will be seen from this curve that if the incoming 
quality were to fall to 1 t per cent. (from the AQL 
of 0.5 per cent.) there would be a Batch Rejection 
Rate of approximately 1 in 5. Experience suggests 
that few Post Office suppliers would find this 
tolerable, and that generally such a sampling plan 
would effectively constrain suppliers from sub
mitting goods of significantly worse quality than 
the AQL. 

Smaller samples than this are frequently used. 
For example, a sample of only twenty is usually 
taken from each batch of 3,000-type relays. A 
batch is rejected if the sample contains more than 
one major defective or more than three minor 
defectives. These sampling plans are based on 
AQLs of 1 per cent. for major defectives and 6 per 
cent. for minor defectives. The figure of 1 per cent. 
for major defectives does not mean that the Post 
Office is satisfied if no more than 1 per cent. of its 
relays do not work; it generally means that one 
relay in 100 may not be completely satisfactory in 
unusually adverse conditions of use and may 
require readjustment rather earlier than would a 
satisfactory relay. 

Although the sampling plan illustrated in Fig. 5 
is designed to control quality by the Batch Rejec
tion Rate, it can still be examined from the point of 
view of consumer's risk. The quality corresponding 
to a Consumer's Risk of 0.05-that is, the L TPD
is in fact IO per cent. Hence, there is little dis
crimination between good and bad batches. It 
follows that the sampling plan, when applied to a 
substantial number of batches, protects the con
sumer much better than the L TPD suggests. It 
will be appreciated that when consumer protection 
is based on the Batch Rejection Rate, the choice of 
a suitable sampling plan involves judgment of the 



extent to which suppliers are in differing circum
stances likely to be influenced by the incidence or 
risk of batch rejections. 

Tightened Sampling Plans 

If, in spite of increased batch rejections, a 
supplier were to allow the quality of his product to 
remain below the desired level, the consumer would 
need greater protection against the risk of accepting 
seriously defective batches, and a means of putting 
increased pressure on the supplier to improve 
quality. The consumer might, therefore, wish to 
modify or "tighten" the sampling conditions so as 
to increase substantially the rate of batch rejection 
at qualities worse than the AQL. 

This could be done in two ways : by increasing 
the sample size and AN, which increases the 
consumer's inspection costs, or by reducing the 
Acceptance Number without necessarily increasing 
the sample size. The latter has the effect of in
creasing the producer's risk. While such an increase 
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is defensible, it must be limited so as not to im
pose an intolerable burden on the supplier. It is 
also very necessary to ensure that tightened con
ditions are not imposed unless from the evidence 
of samples examined there is little doubt that a fall 
in quality has occurred. 

The Post Office batch sampling system therefore 
ensures that there is not more than one chance in 
IOO of introducing tightened conditions improper
ly, and that the producer's risk under tightened 
conditions does not exceed 0.5. 

The OCCs of two sampling plans, both based on 
an AQL of 3 per cent. and both needing a sample 
of 55, are shown in Fig. 6. One is used in normal 
conditions and has a producer's risk ofo.025, while 
the other is the equivalent tightened plan with a 
producer's risk of 0.5. To provide any similar 
degree of tightening without increasing the pro
ducer's risk from 0.025 would require a sample of 
several hundreds. 

The use of sampling plans based on the Batch 
Rejection Rate presupposes that a supplier can 
exercise effective control over quality. Where a 
supplier has not demonstrated his ability to do this, 
the Test and Inspection Branch uses sampling 
plans involving relatively large samples and which 
reject bad batches with sufficient certainty to safe
guard the average quality of accepted batches no 
matter how poor the quality of submitted batches. 
Their use need not usually be continued beyond 
the first IO batches of a production run. To avoid 
unnecessary duplication, the same series of plans 
are used as are used for dealing with discontinuous 
production. 

Discontinuous production 

Where the number of batches is small-say IO 
or fewer-it cannot be assumed that the desire to 
avoid batch rejections will deter a supplier from 
submitting goods of unsatisfactory quality. Plans 
based on the Batch Rejection Rate do not apply in 
these conditions unless the supplier's reliability is 
already well-established. Instead, the Test and 
Inspection Branch again uses sampling plans which 
reject bad batches with sufficient certainty to safe
guard the average quality of accepted batches. The 
sample sizes required, which are larger than those 
needed for dealing with continuous production, are 
varied in accordance with the number and size of 
batches in a particular order in such a way that the 
protection given is independent of the number and 
size of batches into which an order happens to be 
divided. 
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Although statistical considerations play a large 
part in the design of Batch Sampling Acceptance 
Testing Plans, the efficiency of these plans can be 
judged only by observing the extent to which they 
are successful in controlling quality in widely 
varying practical applications. The Test and 
Inspection Branch has used sampling plans of one 
kind or another for many years, and the wide 
experience so gained has led to the evolution of the 
present series of plans. Their practical success will 
be continually reviewed, and they will be modified 
in the light of experience and changing conditions. 

"The telephone in business .. . open door ... 
or obstacle?" is a new 24-page booklet, with Punch 
cartoons being issued to suggest to business men 

QUALITY IN PERCENTAGE OEFECTIVE 

how to use their telephones to the best 
advantage. 

Quite apart from the purely technical aspects of 
operating a PBX switchboard, it has become 
increasingly clear that there is scope for a handbook 
giving advice to the PBX renter on how to make 
the best use of the telephone service. 

The booklet falls naturally into three parts. 
First, management must know what it wants from 
its telephone service and how it can fulfil that 
want; secondly, the PBX operator should be 
aware of her importance to her organization, and 
how she should go about giving an efficient and 
courteous service; third, extension users have to 
be educated in using the telephone for conducting 
business economically and to the satisfaction of 
their customers. 



The Challenge 

A. E. Williams 

The wettest autumn on record, 1960, caused wide
spread damage to the telephone service. Damage was 
reported from the Wales and Border Counties 
Directorate and Home Counties, South Western and 
Midland regions. Lewes telephonists are said to have 
added a new phrase to their regulation replies-" Out 
of order, 1111der water". Altogether about 30,000 
telephones were affected. Forty small automatic ex
changes were isolated for a time. At Treforest 
Trading Estate, Cardiff, the December 3-4 storm 
caused f au/ts in all access cables; many subscribers' 
installations, including PBXs, uere lost and ill one 
section line plant and subscribers' apparatus had to be 
completely renewed. 

The challenge presented by the October floods 
round Taunton and how it was met was typical of 
many parts of the counlly. Mr. Williams' record may 
prove helpful to those who may one day find them
selves faced with a similar calamity. 

T
AUNTON is at the bottom of three-quarters 
of a saucer of which the Blackdown, Brendon 
and Quantock hills form the rim; the missing 

quarter is the valley of the river Tone-into which 
the hills largely drain-going east through the 
Sedgemoor plains towards Glastonbury. The hills 
were already saturated by October 26; on that 
Wednesday night of torrential rain they completely 

of the Floods 
rejected the extra two inches or so, which conse
quently ran into the already overloaded Tone. 
During the night an unusually large number of 
"999" calls began to creep relentlessly nearer 
Taunton. At 3 a.m. an engineer was summoned to 
attend to a prompt alarm on the automatic equip
ment. The rising flood waters were damaging 
cables and further engineering staff were summoned 
to trace and disconnect the increasing number of 
faulty lines that were severely congesting the 
automatic equipment. 

More and more emergency calls were coming in 
and at 6 a.m. the officer-in-charge telephoned me 
about conditions, which indicated very severe 
flooding. As I drove some four miles into Taunton 
on that wet and bleak morning, I little realized 
what was in store. Although my route was over a 
reasonably dry area, the road was under I 8 inches 
of water at one point in the town. At the exchange 
I found that flooding seemed to be restricted to the 
surrounding districts. The staff were handling 
emergency calls satisfactorily and other traffic was 
normal. Tests revealed that no exchanges were 
isolated and only the odd one or two junction 
circuits were faulty. The Ambulance emergency 
circuit used for connecting "999" calls and all lines 
to one of the larger hospitals were out of order. 
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Ambulance calls were connected to the emergency 
line of the Police Control room where an ambulance 
was standing by connected by radio with Ambu
lance Headquarters. 

Operators due off duty at 7 a.m. remained at 
their switchboards for an extra hour or so to deal 
with increasing traffic. Day staff, except five tele
phonists marooned on the wrong side of the floods, 
came in as scheduled; many had managed to report 
only at the expense of considerable resource and 
discomfort from wet clothes. Army Headquarters 
South Western District, Sherford Camp, offered 
transport and many of our staff later took advantage 
of this to get to the other side of the flooded area. 
AU available staff were put on the switchboard and 
enquiry suite as the traffic was exceptionally heavy. 
A supervisor was withdrawn to deal entirely with 
fault reports and to co-operate with engineering 
staff in recording the ever increasing number of 
out-of-order lines. Fortunately, we had six trainees 
who had completed a large part of their telephonist 
training; we put them on the switchboard under 
their instructor's supervision and they proved a 
very wclcom� addition. An Observation Super
visor was also available to help. We suspended 
service observations, accounts and all records. 

By midday on Thursday nearly 1,000 lines on 
Taunton exchange were out of order. During the 
morning the Tone had overflowed to the north of 
the town and flood waters had risen to over five 
feet, extensively damaging houses and shops. 
The Post Office building was out of the flood area 
but the basement was flooded and water was rising 
to a point where the electricity supply was in 
danger. Somerset Fire Brigade, by pumping out 
flood water until late in the evening, effectively 
prevented an electricity failure but, as a 
precaution, a stand-by generator set was installed 
for use in further emergency; this had been rushed 
from Bristol by road with police escort to avoid, as 
far as possible, the queues of traffic waiting at all 
sections of flooded road. 

Because the automatic plant was so congested 
we appealed to the larger PBXs in the town to 
restri-::t their calls as much as possible and their 
co-operation undoubtedly relieved both the auto
matic equipment and the exchange staffing. 

Many customers asked us to transfer their calls 
from faulty lines to working numbers in other parts 
of the town; a few of these requests were from 
larger business firms but most were from lines 
classified as emergency in attention to faults. A 
local doctor, for example, called at the exchange to 
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say that his surgery was under four feet of water
could we transfer calls to his private residence? 
Several businessmen abandoned their offices and 
requested transfer of calls to their homes. We met 
every request. 

All lines to the railway station were out of order. 
British Railways at Exeter co-operated in arranging 
to transfer calls for the station to a local travel 
agency, where a BR official dealt with enquiries. 

Enquiries, mainly about lines out of order, were 
particularly heavy. The comprehensive list of 
out-of-order lines prepared by the Faults Super
visor in co-operation with the engineers was 
invaluable in dealing speedily with these enquiries. 

We expected evening traffic to be quite heavy 
and arranged for certain day staff to work on after 
6 p.m. Additional evening staff were also brought 
in as we thought that many evening part-time 
women staff would be unable to report for duty 
although we planned to ferry over the floods all 
"marooned" staff we could contact. 

Evening traffic turned out to be twice as high as 
normal; the heavy peaks were particularly notice
able following the broadcast news bulletin telling 
the whole country about the serious flooding in the 
area. The number of calls coming into Taunton 
was beyond the capacity of the plant and facilities; 
at one time this caused unavoidable delays of up to 
several hours to incoming calls, chiefly at and 
beyond Bristol. 

Marooned on the wrong side of the floods 



The road to \Voud Street Stores DcpOt 

The junction route to Minehead was the only 
one out of Taunton seriously affected; only two 
circuits out of nine were working but Exeter and 
Barnstaple helped in routing calls to Minehead 
which was itself flooded and attracting much traffic. 

Bristol was finding difficulty in obtaining Mine
head and incoming Minehead circuits were shared 
by setting up a Minehead-Bristol link on a delay 
basis. Three of these circuits were used, enabling 
Bristol to clear their waiting calls by about IO p.m. 
Overtime by day staff, and extra evening staff 
attending for duty, enabled us to deal satisfactorily 
with the very high level of traffic. 

Apart from many emergency calls, traffic from 
10.30 p.m. on Thursday to 7 a.m. on Friday was 
practically normal. We co-operated fully with the 
engineers again on Friday and over the week-end 
in dealing with the fault reports. By this time the 
full extent and location of the damage had been 
ascertained. Some eight cabinets in various parts of 
the town were affected either by being completely 
immersed in flood water or by main cable break
downs. The engineers found some 1,660 customers' 
circuits defective and many faulty trunks and 
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junctions. Their efforts had been impeded by their 
having to get material and stores from the main 
Depot at Wood Street, which was under four feet 
of water and was inaccessible except by a tractor 
shuttle service. 

By Friday, however, the water had subsided and 
some 800 faults were cleared that evening. Engin
eers worked continuously through the night and 
over the week-end and by Monday morning only 
100 faults or so were left. 

As the exchange staff were advised that faults 
were cleared, they called each customer to say 
service was restored. Friday's traffic was again 
above normal but we experienced no difficulties in 
handling it. Naturally we received a few complaints 
but in the main they were from people who had 
not realized the extent of the damage to plant. 

Such an emergency provides a wealth of exper
ience from which several lessons may be drawn. 
I would summarize the main points as follows : 

The most diffil:ult job at the outset was identifying 
and disconnecting faulty lines to clear serious 
congestion of automatic plant. When several faulty 
lines had been identified all the lines served by that 
distribution were disconnected. This helped con
siderably to clear spurious calls and reduce conges
tion quickly. 

Although where possible we connected the larger 
business lines to "Number Unobtainable" tone, we 
could not do th.is for all subscribers with so many 
lines out of order. This was a real nuisance in the 
manual exchange as many enquiries were prompted 
by the absence of the "NU" tone. 

Withdrawing a Supervisor to control the fault 
reporting and to co-operate with the engineers in 
listing faulty lines proved extremely valuable. By 
using suitable forms these faulty lines are best listed 
in hundreds on separate sheets and in numerical 
order for quick reference. 

Restriction of calls from larger PBXs eased 
pressure on the automatic plant and switchboards. 

When such an emergency is suddenly thrust on 
an exchange, it is heartening to observe how staff 
respond to the challenge to maintain the high 
standard of the service expected of them. The 
exchange became a compact unit and all depart
ments co-operated fully, each having its own great 
individual difficulties and responsibilities but not 
losing sight of the common aim of the service. As 
usual in emergency, Post Office staff worked very 
long hours under very arduous conditions to 
maintain the best possible service and to restore 
normal service as soon as they could. Many 
customers praised the Post Office for its service 
during this emergency. 

I would like to thank Taunton Public Libra1y for co
operation in the reproduction of photographs. 



Magnetic 

Storage 

Devices 

K. R. Wilderspin, B.Sc.(Eng.) 

A
TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, LIKE A CALCULAT
ing machine, frequently needs to store or 
remember numbers or instructions until it is 

ready to deal with them. Many devices have been 
used as memories but in recent years static 
magnetic devices have been found to provide 
reliable and compact information-stores and to be 
especially useful where rapid access is needed to 
the stored information. Several different materials 
and many different devices are now available. This 
article discusses the principles of static-magnetic 
storage, the materials needed and, briefly, the 
functions and possibilities of some of the devices 
which have been constructed. Although frequently 
used in large capacity stores the motor-driven 
magnetic-drum store is not within the scope of 
static-magnetic-storage. Having no moving parts 
the devices described here cannot wear out. 

Principles 

A bar magnet (Fig. Ia) can be magnetized in two 
ways having opposite polarity and will remain in 
either of these states. I t  will remember the sense 
of the magnetizing force originally applied to it. 
Since bar magnets have free poles they need large 
magnetizing forces and tend to demagnetize them
selves, but a closed ring (Fig. rb) overcomes these 
difficulties. The magnetization may be directed 
either clockwise or anticlockwise and will remain 
as residual magnetism in that direction until some
thing happens to change it. 

The process of finding out what information was 
stored in a magnetic ring is known as "reading 
out". Normally, a large magnetizing force is 
applied. If the read-out field is opposite in direction 
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to the stored magnetism the core magnetism will 
reverse in direction (see Fig. 2 b) and a large voltage 
will be developed in an output winding. If the 
read-out field is in the same direction as the stored 
magnetism it will cause only small change in flux 
and little output when the hysteresis loop is 
rectangular. 

The magnetic core is here being used as a two
state device and the information to be stored 
therefore has to be expressed in binary form. For 
example, in binary notation the number 5 becomes 
101 (that is, 1 >< 22 + o x 21 + 1 X 2°) and 
therefore needs three two-state devices to store it. 
The two states are often referred to as the "o" and_ 
"1" states. 

This method of reading-out the stored informa
tion destroys it and if the information will be 
needed again it must be subsequently replaced. 
Several devices have been tried in which the read
out is non-destructive; one of these, the trans
fluxor, will be described later. 

Materials 

The material used for magnetic storage should 
be capable of having its magnetism reversed by a 
small current in a time consistent with the speed of 
the device it feeds (which in the fastest calculating 
machines may require a flux reversal in a fraction 
of a microsecond). The material, especially in a 
large store, must also be uniform, cheap and 
easily fabricated. No single material perfectly 
fulfils all these requirements. The two main classes 
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Fig. I : (a) magnetic bars 
(b) magnetic rings, as two .. state devices 



of suitable materials are certain ferrites and certain 
metal alloys, both of which can be made, by special ' 
preparation, to have reasonably rectangular 
hysteresis loops. 

Ferrites and Metals 

Many of the devices for magnetic storage have 
used magnesium-manganese ferrite material. Fer
rites are non-metallic mixtures of oxides and give a 
fast switching performance which is not limited by 
the generation of eddy currents inherent in metals. 
Such cores normally operate at speeds of about 
one microsecond. 

The field required to switch a magnetic ring
core increases as the diameter of the ring and cores 
have been produced with very small diameters 
(down to 2 mm-as illustrated in Fig. 3). 

New ferrites are reported from America, using 
cadmium-oxide in place of magnesium oxide, 
which are claimed to be five times as fast in the 
same switching fields, but they are not suitable for 
coincident-current storage. 

Metal-tape cores (illustrated in Fig. 3) are 
capable of giving a larger output than the same 
volume of ferrite material. They also switch with 
much smaller current than ferrites. However, eddy
current loss tends to lin1it severely the switching 
speed unless the thickness is reduced to o.oor inch 
or less. Tape of this thickness needs the protection 
of a box. Where only small currents are available to 
supply the switching fields, small-diameter metal 
cores may well be used. In shift-registers nickel
iron-molybdenum alloy cores give a better 
switching performance than the available 
ferrites. 

If very fast switching speeds are needed, 
evaporated metal films may be used. The metal is 
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Fig. 2 : The flux changes in a core when a negative field 
reads-out (a) "o" and (b) "1" 
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Fig. 3 : Two metal-tape cores and a sn1all ferrite core. 
The squal'es jn the background are 1 mm. 

usually an alloy containing 80 per cent. nickel and 
20 per cent. iron and is evaporated in the form of 
spots a few millimetres in diameter on a glass base. 
The thickness is only about a hundred thousandth 
of a centimetre and switching times of only a few 
millimicroseconds have been measured when 
transverse and longitudinal fields arc applied 
together. Large numbers of storage sites can be 
evaporated simultaneously on which some of the 
associated conductors can then be printed. 

Shift Registers 

One of the basic elements used in information 
storage on magnetic cores is the shift-register. 
Fig. 4 shows diagrammatically the arrangement of a 
two-core per-digit shift register. 

The information in binary form is fed into 
core r. If the first is a "r" it reverses the polarity 
of core 1. A further pulse is then applied to line A 
which resets core r and feeds the information into 
core r1• Core r is now ready to receive the next 
binary digit. 

The next step is to apply a pulse to line B, 
transferring the first digit to core 2. Two drive 
lines are used and two cores per digit, since a core 
cannot both receive and transmit information at 
the same time. The transfer circuit (shown in Fig. 4 
merely by an arrow) must ensure that the informa
tion can progress only in one direction. It may 



LINE A 

INPUT 

LINE B 

consist of rectifiers and resistors, or of transistors 
which have the advantage of giving a current gain. 

Such a device has several uses. It can give a delay 
between input and output. A shift register is thus 
able to act as a buffer store between two devices 
operating at very different speeds. For example it 
can accept information at a slow rate from a 
manually operated device and feed it into a fast 
electronic device at speeds in excess of roo,ooo 
digits a second. 

Coincident-Current Store 

The coincident-current or matrix store has been 
evolved to give the minimum possible access-time 
to any particular piece of information in the store. 
A single plane of cores is shown in Fig. 5a. Each 
circle in the diagram represents a storage position. 
Every such position is intersected by two conduc
tors which form the co-ordinates in a two-dimen
sional array. A third conductor links every position 
and carries the output. 

To find whether "r" or "o" has been stored in 
position B, for example, the two conductors X3 and 
Y 2, which define that particular position, are each 
supplied with a current. The two currents acting 
together are sufficient to reverse the magnetism of 
the store at position B. An output voltage then 
appears in the output wire. If the core was storing 
in the same direction as the applied field, there is 
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OUTPUT Fig. 4: 

A two-core-per-digit 

shift register 

little flux change and little output appears in the 
output wire. It will be noted that only the material 
in the selected position has sufficient field applied 
to it to reverse its flux. All other positions remain 
virtually unaffected. The method of reading the 

Fig. s (a) : A coincident-current memory matrix 
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Fig. 5 (b) : The effects on a core of a half read current P, and 
a full read current Q 

information into the store is the same as the read
out, except that when the digit "1" is to be stored 
the coincident currents will be in the opposite 
direction. 

The Transfluxor 

The transfluxor (Fig. 6) is a magnetic core with 
two holes; a large one, slightly offset from the 
centre, and a small one in the widest part of the 
ring. Fig. 6a shows the three windings needed. The 
device may be regarded as a transformer in which 
the transfer of power from the drive to the output 

(b) 

windings can be controlled, between certain limits, 
by a direct current previously applied to the set 
winding. 

If the current in the set winding is arranged to 
saturate the entire core in, say, a clockwise direction 
(see Fig. 6b ), both sides of the small hole are fully 
magnetized in the same direction and there will be 
little coupling between the two windings passing 
through this hole. This is the blocked or "o" state 
of the device (see Fig. 6b). If now a current is 
applied to the set winding in the opposite direction 
to the first and of just sufficient magnitude to 
reverse only the inner ring (see Fig. 6c) the flux 
around the small hole can vary in sympathy with 
the applied drive current and power is now trans
ferred to the output winding. This is the un
blocked or "1" state of the transfluxor. In this 
device a continuous indication is given of the state 
of the memory-core without destroying the in
formation. 

The Twistor 

The twistor uses nickel-iron wires as the 
magnetic material. The wire is twisted and the 
direction in which it is most easily magnetized 
shifts from the axial direction to a helical path 
inclined at 45° to the axis. The two possible stable 
states of magnetization are illustrated in Fig. 7. 

The sensing wires are small coils around the 
magnetic wire or copper wires which merely 
intersect it. About IO memory cells can be accom
modated to the inch on a 0.002 inch wire. An 
output wire is already provided by the magnetic 
wire itself. The output voltage obtained can be 
considerably greater than the voltage needed across 
the read-out coil due to a transformer action 
between the small coil and the helical path of the 
flux in the wire. 
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Fig. 6 : The Translluxor: (a) the windings (b) the blocked 
condition (c) the fully unblocked condition 
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Fig. 7 : The two stable states of magnetization in a twisted 
magnetic wire 

Experimental shift registers and matrix stores 
have been constructed on this principle. In one 
matrix store switching times of the same order as 

for ferrite cores were achieved. The matrix consists 
merely of twisted magnetic wires in one direction 
interwoven with copper wires in the other direction 
and should be very cheap to manufacture. ; 

We have seen that suitable magnetic materials 
can be used to store numbers or instructions. Thi� 
type of store will retain its information without 
expenditure of energy and if necessary the in
formation can be made available very rapidly. The 
speed of operation required is one of the principal 
factors controlling the choice of material and type 
of store. 

The magnetic core and its conductors together 
make a unit in which there is no reason to expect 
failure in any normal temperature or atmospheric 
condition. The magnetic core is a current operated 
device well suited to operation with transistors. 

Microminiaturization: a multi-layer thin film circuit 

In our \Vintcr issue Or. Til1mnn discussed progress with micromininture components. Herc is a multilayer thin film 
circuit, developed by International Business Machines (whose permission to reproduce is gratefully acknowledged) 

which contains 18 evaporated layers on an area 0.3" x o.)''1 making up seven components to which have been added 

two transistors to complete a NOR logic circuit; for example, for use in a computer 
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The Post Office Solicitor's Department 

T
HE Solicitor to the Post Office has the whole 
of the Post Office in England and Wales for 
his client; his office is in Headquarters 

Building and his staff consists of Legal, Executive 
and Clerical Grades to the number of 79 in all. 

The Department is divided into six branches: 
two Conveyancing, two Advisory, a Litigation 
Branch and a Prosecutions Branch. 

The Conveyancing branches deal with some 300 
purchases of land and buildings and 320 leases of 
premises every year. The other branches advise on 
any legal problem which crops up in the multi
farious activities of the Post Office, conduct 
prosecutions, civil litigation and arbitrations, and 
draft documents of all sorts, including statutory 
regulations, in an unending stream. 

The Department examines all Bills presented to 
Parliament and reports on their effect on the Post 
Office, and arranges for protective clauses in favour 
of the Post Office to be included when they are 
needed. It takes an important part in preparing 

Bills which the Post Office is to introduce. In 
addition to the cases which the Conveyancing 
branches deal with, some SAOO cases reach the 
Department for advice or action in the course of a 
year. 

Telecommunication services, of course, account 
for a large part of the work. There are prosecutions 
of boys who stone telegraph posts, thieves who 
steal thousands of pounds worth of cable from cable 
depots, and rogues who find ways of getting tele
phone calls without paying for them. There are 
purchases of cable repeater station sites for a few 
pounds and of telephone exchange and radio 
station sites for thousands, agreements about the 
joint use of a few posts for telegraphic and elec
tricity lines, and agreements about joint use of 
trans-ocean cables. 

Motorists who damage telegraph poles, mechan
ical pick operators who puncture underground 
cables, and mariners whose anchors ravage sub
marine cables are pursued through the Courts for 

Left to right (seated): Mr. A. T. ROBERTS, Assistant Solicitor; Mr. F. HESKETH, CBE, LLB, Principal 
Assistant Solicitor; Mr. J. P. RICKS, MA, The Solicitor; Mr. P. TURNER, LLB, Assistant Solicitor; 
Mr. W. VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, BA, Assistant Solicitor. (Standing): Mr. S. PEMBERTON, LLB; 
Mr. C. B. MAXTED; Mr. A. R. C. GRIFFITHS, Assistant Solicitors. 
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sums ranging from a few pounds to thousands. 
Bulk Supply Agreements, stores contracts and 
engineering contracts are drafted. 

The Department can be expected to advise about 
many telecommunication matters : for example, 
general staff questions and pensions, wayleave 
disputes, non-payment of telephone accounts, 
accidents at work, protection of telegraphs from 
interference by electricity lines and the reinstate
ment of streets after cable laying. New legal points 
frequently arise in all these matters. 

Mr. Hobcraft's article in the Aut umn 1960 
Joumal gave an interesting account of many legal 
matters arising from the work of the "Wayleaves' 
Damage and Claims" duty in Post Office tele
communications branches, some of which need 
reference to the Solicitor's Department. 

Wireless telegraphy gives rise to a variety of 

legal work, in addition to the prosecution of people 
who use unlicensed receiving sets; leased circuit 
agreements and new forms of licences have to be 
drafted, and advice given on the many problems 
which arise from the Postmaster General's special 
relationship with the BBC, the IT A, and the 
broadcast relay companies. 

Occasionally quite unexpected questions arise: 
for example, damage to a Post Office cable ship 
tied up in the Thames, consequent on a heavy wash 
caused by a passing ship proceeding too fast. 

When civil or criminal cases are to be heard in 
Courts outside London, the Solicitor usually 
instructs local firms of solicitors as his agents. 

The Solicitor's Department is consulted formally 
by sending in the official file with a request for 
advice on specified questions, but oral informal 
advice is given when occasion demands. 

New "Status" Bill 

before Parliament 

T
HE "Post Office Bill" to give the Post Office 
a more commercial status less subject to 
Treasury control, was published on Decem

ber 15 and is being debated in Parliament this 
session. Substantially, it expresses in statutory 
form the March 1960 White Paper which we 
published in our Summer 1960 issue. 

r. A Post Office Trading Fund is to be estab
lished, under the Postmaster General's control. 
With certain exceptions all receipts are to be paid 
into this Fund and all payments will be made out 
of it. The exceptions are Ministers' salaries and 
payments to the BBC and IT A-if any-which 
will come out of the Broadcasting Vote. 

2. The Post Office's initial capital debt to the 
Exchequer (as recorded in the Commercial 
Accounts Balance Sheet), hitherto treated as 
perpetual, will be divided into 25 equal portions 
maturing in successive years from the first to the 
25th year of severance. At maturity the debt will be 
eligible for renewal. Since the Bill imposes on the 
Post Office liability for payments of interest and 
principal on all past capital debt, the Post Office 
will be relieved of any similar liability under past 
Money Acts. The existing liability to the National 
Debt Commissioners (who lent part of the money) 
will become a charge on the Exchequer. 

3. The Post Office will still have to pay an 
annual sum in lieu of taxation; in 1955 when this 
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provision was first made, the amount was fixed at 
£5 million. Now the amount will vary according to 
tax law and trading results. 

4. Parliamentary control will be exercised by 
various means. In particular, Post Office Ministers' 
salaries will be voted annually, a resolution of the 
House of Commons will be required each year to 
permit expenditure from the Fund, and borrowing 
will continue to be subject to Parliamentary 
authority. 

5. The Post Office is authorized to borrow up to 
£30 million from its bankers, the Bank of England, 
to cover short-term fluctuations in its cash position 
which cannot be dealt with otherwise; the Treasury 
may guarantee the principal and interest on such 
borrowings. The Exchequer will advance longer 
term capital for financing fixed assets or to provide 
permanent working capital. A debenture rather 
than an annuity basis will be adopted, each year's 
advances being repayable after a term of years; for 
fixed capital a term roughly corresponding to the 
average life of the assets financed-25 years is in 
mind; for working capital, possibly on a shorter 
basis with a 25-year maximum. 

6. It is estimated that the initial debt when the 
Bill becomes an Act will be about £800 million. 
The effect of the Bill is to authorize additional 
borrowing up to about £80 million for the next two 
years, or £160 million over the next four; these 



limits may be increased under a subsequent 
resolution by the Commons. 

7. It is assumed that Post Office requirements 
for fixed and working capital will be nearly £500 
million in the next four years and that about two
thirds of this will be financed internally; the 
proposed £80 million limit should therefore meet 
requirements for the next two years, and £160 
million for the next four. 

8. The Post Office will be able to invest moneys 
outside the business but only on a relatively short
term basis. 

9. As originally proposed, Post Office staff will 
remain Civil Servants. Pension payments will come 
from the Exchequer and the Post Office will pay 
annual sums to the Exchequer in respect of pension 
liability. 

ro. The Post Office will pay cash for all services 
rendered to it by other departments, which will 
reciprocally pay cash for all services rendered by 
the Post Office. 

A new White Paper (Cmnd. 1247) was published 
with the Bill as an explanatory memorandum. 

Telecommunications Statistics 

Telegraph Service 
Inland telegrams (excluding Press and Railway) ... 
Oversea telegrams : 

Originating U.K. messages 
Terminating U.K. messages 
Transit messages ... 

Greetings telegrams . .. . . . 

Telephone Service 
Inland 

Gross demand ... . " 

Connexions supplied .. . 

Outstanding applications 
Total working connexions 
Shared service connexions 
Total inland trunk calls 
Cheap rate trunk calls ". 

Oversea 
European: Outward . . . 

Inward . . .  

Transit . . . 

Extra-European: Outward 
Inward 
Transit 

Telex Service 
Inland 

Total working lines " . 

. . .  

.. . 

.. . 

. . .  

. .. 

. " 

. " 

. .. 

. .. 

... 

. . . 

. .. 

... 

. " 

. .. 
" . 
" . 

. .. 
Calls from manual exchanges ... 
Calls from automatic exchanges 

... 

... 

. . . 
. . . 

... 
" . 
" . 
" . 
" . 
. .. 
. . . 

. . . 

... 
" . 
. .. 
". 

. .. 

.. .  

... 

... 
Metered units from automatic exchanges 

Oversea 
Originating (U.K. and Irish Republic) 
Terminating (U.K. and Irish Republic) 
Transit .. .  ... . " . . .  . .. 

. . . 

... 

. . . 
" . 

. .. 
" . 

. .. 
" . 
" . 
. .. 
. " 

" . 

. . . 

". 
. .. 
... 
... 

. " 

.. .  

" . 
. . . 

.. . 

. . . 

. .. 

I 

* Amended figure 0 Estimated figure 
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Quarter ended Quarter ended I Quarter ended 
30 September, 30June, 30 September, 

1960 1960 1959 

3,523,000 3,086,000 3,651,000 

i 1,694,248 1,593,251 
I 

1,679,725 
1,698,065 1,555,448 1,616,692 
1,435,165 1,399,936 1,397,408 

860,000 725,000 902,000 

135,144 123,022 109,860 
Ill,699 108,415 . 100,010 
155,181 145'432 137,683 

4,889,308 4,835,104 4,680,680 
1,129,928 1,129,676 1,131,768 

107 ,283,000 100,918,000 97,149,000 
26,858,000 22,700,000 23,691,000 

0773,590 753,375 699,815 
0742,466 719,950 697,700 

03,500 3,325 *3,879 
070,000 69,082 61,863 
076,000 77,073 68,280 
017,000 17,055 19,366 

6,459 6,181 5'438 
422,000 487,000 698,000 
266,000 264,000 220,000 

6,515,000 *5,315,000 945,000 

712,653 648,142 568,352 
648,917 607,574 550,091 

12,979 11,577 7,291 



The Transportable 

Traffic Recorder A. J. Hutton, B.Sc.(IIons.) 

Some 250 transportable traffi:; recorders are being distributed to Telephone 
Areas to eliminate "Idle Jack Counting" when taking traffic records as a 
basis of long-term forecasting. 

T
HE flourishing state of the trunk service 
today brings many problems. In the earlier 
days of telephony, trunk circuits were very 

expensive compared with other costs and conse
quently were scarce. Until 1932 all trunk calls were 
booked in advance and connected in turn, the 
delay depending on the number of waiting calls. 
The "delay" returns indicated the extent to which 
the service could be stretched before an additional 
circuit need be provided. However, the plant was 
comparatively simple and the time taken to provide 
additional lines was not very great. 

The continuing development of new techniques 
in the telephone service and the use of more 
complicated switching equipment have created the 
need for longer term forecasting and planning. 
Cables and ducts cannot be laid without consider
able preparation. Large trunk switching exchanges 
housing rack upon rack of relay sets and switching 
equipments must be planned years in advance. 
Provision has also to be made for the increasing 
number of repeater stations throughout the 
country. The bases for all this forecasting are 
telephone traffic records. 

Traffic Records 

When traffic records were taken the emphasis 
during the trunk delay period was on assessing 
the amount of work a telephonist could perform, to 
ensure effective staffing of switchrooms at varying 
periods of the day. These were the days of the 
"peg count" records, the forerunner of Operating 
Statistics and more recently, Traffic Incidence; 
trunk line records were in terms of "paid time" 
and "delay". 

On toll, or shorter distance circuits, demand 
working was in operation and, to keep these under 
constant surveillance, there were records of calls 
failing because of "lines engaged", "call count" 
records and "average holding time" records, the 
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last two g1vmg the call-time values: that is, 
Traffic Units or, as they are known today, Erlangs. 

During this period automatic exchanges were 
coming into use and these had to provide a demand 
service. Each telephone call required an immediate 
outlet and consequently circuits had to be provided 
generously. In the absence of ticket records and 
other regular returns available in switchrooms, 
no ready means existed for assessing the traffic level 
and making plans to increase circuit capacity. 

As early as 1929 arrangements were made for 
engineers to take switch counts at automatic 
exchanges to obtain a complete record of traffic on 
circuits, internal and external. These switch counts 
were taken on incoming groups of circuits by 

Fig. I : Telephonist taking "Idle Jack Count" record 



�§ll�i���������!�=:�:�::=1�=a�" 
in this fashion every two minutes. The average 

9 number of idle circuits (or jacks) is obtained from 
� the results and thus the average number of 

occupied circuits and the telephone traffic carried 
by the group are calculated. 

Fig. z: Transpo1·tablc traffic 
i·eco1·din1; unit 

counting the switches (or selectors) in operation, 
and on outgoing groups of circuits by a test lamp. 
They were taken at three-minute intervals between 
ro o'clock in the morning and 12 noon on three 
representative days in each quarter. In this way 
the average number of occupied circuits was 
obtained. These were the original Circuit Occupa
tion Records, as applied to automatically selected 
circuits. 

Circuit Occupation Records 

About 1936 Post Office Headquarters Traffic 
Section saw the possibilities of using "Circuit 
Occupation" records on switchboards in conjunc
tion with "Call Count" records to assess the 
average holding time, and it was decided to take 
these on all demand trunk routes. Eventually the 
circuit occupation records in switchrooms replaced 
the "call count" and "average holding time" 
records. With the general change-over from 
manual to automatic working and joint access 
working this became the most important circuit 
record. 

In telephone switchrooms, at prescribed times, 
a telephonist counts the number of idle circuits in a 
specified group, or groups of circuits, during the 
busiest period of the day (Fig. l ). She touches the 
switchboard circuit termination (the "jack") with 
the tip (the "plug") of the operating cord; a "click" 
in her headset indicates an engaged circuit, and no 
sound indicates an idle one. All circuits are tested 

Traffic Recorders-

Although the function of "idle jack" counting 
has been performed manually in switchrooms since 
the 'thirties, the switch-counts performed by 
engineers on automatic plant were replaced by 
automatic traffic recorders at an early date in 
larger automatic exchanges. Circuit occupation 
records on groups of automatically selected circuits 
could then be taken more frequently and accurately. 
However, the automatic traffic recorders were 
mounted on racks in apparatus rooms and occupied 
considerable space, so they could not be installed 
in switchrooms for circuit occupation records 
("Idle Jack Counts"). 

Nevertheless the demand for more frequent 
records on both automatically selected circuits and 
circuits from switchboards continued to grow, but 
because they were required at busy periods, the 
staff for taking more "idle jack" records could not 
be afforded. Consequently the number of records 
was restricted. Also, because the automatic traffic 
recorders in apparatus rooms tested in 30 seconds 
as many circuits as a telephonist took two minutes 
to test, records on both automatically selected and 
manual board components of a route could not be 
aligned with confidence. There was an obvious 
need for a small transportable traffic recorder. 

Several years ago an article in the Telephone 
.Joumal of Australia described a portable traffic 
recorder for use at small automatic exchanges. This 
type suffered from the disadvantage that contin-
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SWITCHBOARD JACKS 

METER JACKS 

Fig, 3 : External connexions of meter jacks on recording 
unit to switchboard jacks 
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Fig. 4 : Internal connexions of traffic meters to meter jack rows on recording unit 

uous attention was required to switch it from one 
group of circuits to another and it was not con
sidered economic to reproduce it in this country. 

However, work was started on designing a 
portable traffic recorder which could be left un
attended and at the same time the design of a traffic 
recorder which could be used at the switchboards 
was considered. Indeed, all effort was eventually 
directed towards this objective as this was thought 
to promise better results. 

-Transportable for Switchboards 

The facilities originally envisaged were:-
(a) Connexion from the recorder to the Outgoing 

Junction Multiple to be made by cords; 
(b) Capacity for recording on up to 100 circuits; 
(c) A frequency of testing all circuits connected 

to the recorder of about 30 seconds; 
(d) Silent operation; 

(e) Total traffic carried by a route during 
consecutive half-hours to be recorded auto
matically arid separately for each half hour 
with half-hourly manual supervision if 
necessary. 

Silent operation was the only facility in doubt 
from the design stage. It was anticipated that a 
meter would have to operate every time an 
engaged outlet was found. This would be 
repeated every 30 seconds and in itself would be 
comparatively noisy. Further, the circuits would 
have to be offered to the recording device in rota
tion by a uniselector, and while it was hoped to 
encase this item in a sound proof box, complete 
sound insulation was more than could be expected. 

The recorder, now produced and on trial in 20 
Telephone Areas, consists of a recording unit and 
power unit which, before use, are connected by a 
multiway cord. Mounted on the sloping face panel 

Engaged test made on :-

o-6 seconds - circuits connected to traffic meters l and 6 
Test 

Cycle 

30 

seconds 

6-12 seconds -

12-18 seconds -

18-24 seconds -

24-30 seconds -

Fig. 5 : Sequence of testing during one test cycle 

2 and 7 

" 3 and 8 

4 and 9 

5 and ro 



Fig. 6: Reading ntcters on transportable traffic 
recording unit 

of the recording unit (Fig. 2) are IO meters for 
registering telephone traffic, and one meter (the 
test cycle) for registering the number of times 
all circuits are offered to the recording device. 
Power for operating the recording equipment is fed 
from the mains via the power unit, and from the 
exchange battery via the switchboard battery jack. 
The recording unit is connected to the switchboard 
circuits by special cords which, when not in use, 
are stored in a wooden box, the lid for which is 
designed to fit over the switchboard key shelf so 
that the recording unit may be placed on top. 

The traffic meters are numbered 1 to IO, and 
each can be connected to a maximum of w switch
board circuits by selecting the appropriate special 
cords and connecting the switchboard circuit jacks 
to the recording meter jacks. Fig. 3 shows dia
grammatically the maximum of IO circuits con
nected to five meter jacks, each of which can 
accommodate two switchboard circuits. Each row 
(there are five rows on each side of the recording 
unit) of five meter jacks is numbered to correspond 
to one of the traffic meters to which it is per
manently connected (Fig. 4). 

The total capacity of 100 circuits is therefore 
divided into groups of IO with one recording meter 
associated with each group. Thus, the traffic 
carried on 10 separate groups each of up to 10 
circuits can be recorded simultaneously. 

Coupling facilities to provide flexibility between 
the groups of cords and recording meters are not 
provided; if traffic on a route of (say) 15 junctions 
has to be recorded, 10 circuits of one recorder 
group are employed and five circuits on an 
adjacent group. The traffic is then the sum of the 
readings on both meters. 

When the equipment is working, each associated 
switchboard circuit is offered to the recording 
device once every 30 seconds, or test cycle, and an 
engaged condition operates the relevant meter. 
Circuits connected to meters I and 6, 2 and 7, 
3 and 8 and so on are tested together. In approxi
mately 30 seconds each of a possible 100 circuits is 
offered to the recording device, and this comprises 
a test cycle (Fig. 5). On completing a test cycle the 
test cycle meter operates. 

A two-position control key on the face of the 
recording unit can cause the recorder to operate 
continuously, or to operate for approximately 25 
minutes (that is, 50 test cycles) when it will auto
matically stop. This latter facility enables the usual 
circuit occupation records to be taken during 
consecutive half-hours. Five minutes are available 

for reading the meters before restarting for the 
next half-hour's recording (Fig. 6). 

The readings of the traffic meters are divided by 
the test cycle meter readings to obtain the average 
number of occupied circuits in each group. 

Future Use 

At the time of writing (December 1960) arrange
ments are being made to distribute about 250 
recorders to Telephone Areas throughout the 
country, so that in a large number of places the 
need for "Idle Jack Counting" will be eliminated. 

With widespread use of the transportable traffic 
recorder most "circuit occupation" records will be 
taken automatically. The records taken on circuits 
terminating on automatic selectors in the exchange 
by use of the rack mounted traffic recorder, and the 
records taken at switchboards by the Transport
able Traffic Recorder will now have a common 
denominator; this trend should provide more 
frequent records on all circuits to enable changes 
discernible from traffic records to be detected early, 
and consequently provided for well in advance. 



The Manujacture Qf a Telephone 
C. A. R. Pearce, M.Sc.(Eng.), A.c.c.1., A.M.I.E.E. 

and 

T. C. Harding, T.D., A.M.I.E.E. 

P
ROGRESS in the design of telephone instru
ments depends quite as much on new materials 
and advances in manufacturing techniques as 

on improved understanding of the basic require
ments and the technical operation of the instru
ment. The new materials and the improved pro
duction methods which had become available since 
Telephone 332 was first produced enabled the 
telephone industry to meet the stringent require
ments of the Post Office for their new instrument, 
Telephone 706, shewn in Fig. I. This is generally 
acclaimed for its attractive appearance and broad 
design. Among the considerable advantages it 
offers over its predecessor are greatly increased 
transmission efficiency, which allows its use on 
lines of much higher resistance, improved relia
?ility due to careful detail design, and flexibility 
muse. 

The intimate connexion between design and 
production techniques necessitates the closest 
possible co-operation between all those associated 
with the development of a new telephone instru
ment. At first, such work is concentrated on the 
manufacturer's development unit and the Post 
Office engineers, but it is not long before the 
production engineers are brought into the discus
sions. When the design of Telephone 706 was far 
enough advanced to be considered settled in its 
main lines, it was discussed in some detail with 
those who would have to plan its production and 
they, in turn, set about devising the production 
methods to be employed. 

It may be difficult for those unaccustomed to 
large scale industrial production to appreciate the 
full extent of this sort of planning. It is not easy 
for them to conceive the detailed consideration 
necessary before the manufacturing of a new 
product such as a telephone instrument can be 
started. 

Telephone 706 comprises some 300 parts of 
various metals and plastics. The majority are to be 
seen in Fig. 2 where they appear in their correct 
relationship to the base on which most are mounted. 

Each of the 300 parts requires one or more opera
tions for its production. Generally, some half a 
dozen or more separate operations will be needed 
in addition to the finishing processes. Each one of 
this series must be planned and related to all the 
others before manufacture can be started. 

In addition, all the tools by which the operations 
are to be performed have to be planned. It is easy 
to see, therefore, that the tooling on a project of 
this sort is a really major operation, costing a 
company many thousands of pounds. Fig. 3 is a 
picture of the tools used in producing the ordinary 
telephone dial and should convey some impression 
of the design and manufacturing effort entailed in 
the tooling portion of such a project. 

A large proportion of the operations entailed in 
manufacturing telephone instruments is carried 
out on presses, such as the 70-ton press used to 
manufacture the main bracket of the gravity 
switch of Telephone 706. 

This bracket is produced in six distinct opera
tions. The first is called, for obvious reasons, 

Fig. r : Telephone 706 



Fig. 3 : Machine tools used for manufacture of dial 
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Fig. 2: 

Exploded view of 

telephone' showing 

main components 



"blanking", and in it a metal strip is fed into the 
press by hand and a blank is cut from the strip 
which is the developed shape of the bracket in the 
flat, see Fig. 4. Such an operation would typically 
be carried out at the rate of about r,ooo an hour. 
The blanks arc collected automatically in trays 
ready for the next stage, notching the blank and 
punching the holes. The result is seen in the second 
part of Fig. 4. 

Three bending operations then follow, in
cluding piercing and drawing the material. Finally 
there is the tapping of all the holes. 

Were it not for the accuracy required in the 
finished product, some of these operations could be 
telescoped but the accuracy normally necessary to 
the correct functioning of the telephone equipment 
sets a very definite limit to the degree to which 
press operations can be complicated in this way. 
At the end of the sequence, the part is of the 
correct shape but it must now be cleaned, plated, 
and lacquered. These operations have themselves 
to be studied in detail to ensure that they are 
carried out as economically as possible. 

The good appearance of the new telephone owes 
a great deal to the moulding processes employed in 
manufacturing the handset and the cover. These 
are of injection moulded from polymethyl metha
crylate, a material better known by its trade name 
of "Diakon". Hitherto, most of the mouldings in 
telephone instruments purchased by the Post 
Office have been of thermo-setting plastics typified 
by the trade name "Bakelite" and have, of course, 
been black. The colour range and physical proper
ties of such plastics are restricted and the extended 
use of Diakon opens up big new possibilities. 

An important consideration in manufacturing a 
coloured telephone is the extent to which the 
colours can be controlled and, of course, the extent 
to which the material is light-fast after moulding. 
Until recently, coloured compound used for 
mouldings was invariably manufactured as such by 
the supplier of the plastics material and any adjust
ment to the colours, pigments or dyes was carried 
out remote from the moulder. This arrangement 
inevitably led to difficulties which, although they 
were overcome, were nevertheless a handicap. 

The mouldings for the new telephone are manu
factured altogether differently. The supplier of the 
moulding material delivers to the moulder a 
colourless powder, which the moulder mixes with 
his own pigments and dyes by a process known as 
"dry mixing'', thus becoming responsible for the 
colour of his basic material. This change enables 
much more satisfactory and sensitive control over 
the colour and permits the characteristics of each 
moulder's individual techniques to be taken into 
account when the colours are mixed. 

In the injection method the moulding material, 
heated to a soft, plastic condition, is squirted into 
an empty mould where it cools and stiffens; the 
mould is then opened and the solid moulding 
removed. This differs in principle from the 
moulding of the older thermo-setting materials, in 
which a mould is closed on a heap of moulding 
powder which is then cooked to a solid before being 
removed. Naturally, there is considerably more to 
the processes than these outlines suggest but they 
may suffice for our present purposes. 

Fig. 5 shows an injection moulding machine with 
the moulding tool swung out of its normal working 

Fig. 4 : Production stages of the main bracket. Left is the "blank" which is punched fron1 strip metal; 

centre is the same blank after notching and piercing; right is the completed fran1e 



position for the purpose of the illustration. This 
machine and mould are used for the case of 
Telephone 706. The machine is continually fed by 
hand with material but at any one time it holds 
sufficient for some 50 mouldings, and produces a 
moulded part for every cycle of operation. The 
cycle starts with the automatic closing of the two 
halves of the mould and at the same time the 
sliding door preventing access to the mould is 
automatically closed. The various phases of the 
cycle follow automatically and it is completed when 
the press opens to deliver a finished moulding to 
the hands of the operator. 

It would be out of place in an article of this sort 
to describe in detail all the processes involved in 
the manufacture of all the 300 parts which make 
up the telephone. Some of the processes, such as 
coil winding, are adequately described by their 
names; others are highly specialized, such as 
rumbling, in which parts that may have rough 
edges or burrs arc "rumbled" or tumbled in a 
rotating barrel with such diversified materials as 
pebbles or gramophone needles. They come out of 
the barrel with the rough edges and burrs smoothed 
over and in a fine condition for their function in 
the telephone. 

Through one or other of a hundred different 
processes the parts of the telephone arc manu-
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Fig. 5 : Typical moulding 

press for manufacture 

of instrun1ent case 

or handset. 

Moulding tool 

shown jn 

forcg1·ound 

facturcd and they arc ultimately brought together 
on the assembly line ready for putting together 
into the completed instrument. In fact, some sub
asscmblies arc produced before the parts reach the 

Fig. 6 : Part of final assembly line 



COMPONENT PARTS INCOMING FROM STORES 

FIT TERMINAL SCREWS LOOSELY 

ADD STRAPS AHO TIGHTEN 
TERMINAL SCREWS WHERE NECESSARY 

JRD. WIRING POSITION 

�TH WIRING POSITION 

6 T>< Wll\ING POSITION 

FIT SPRING SET 
ADJUST PLUNGER MOVEMENT 
AND WEIGHT TEST. 

FIT DIAL TO UNIT. 
F IT WIRES 10 DIAL. 

FIT DESK CORD TO B.T. 
FIT DESK CORD TO CHASSIS. 

ASSEMBLE HANDSET TO UNIT. 

l TIER TRAY RACK FOR 
STORAGE OF HANDSETS, ETC. 

WAX BELL SCREWS . 
ASSEMBLE NUMBER RING TO COVER 
ASSEMBLE CARRYING HANDLE. 
ADD CIRCUIT DIAGRAM. 
ASSEMBLE OUHHY KEY TO COVER. 

BRIDGE TEST 

TRANSMISSION TEST 

PACK IN CARTON 

COHPOHEHT FEED 
TRAY FEO ON HERE 
l TELEPHONES PER TRAY. 

FIT BELL OOME BUSHES TO BASE 
FIT REGULATOR TAGS TO BASE 
FIT INDUCTION COIL TO BASE 
F I T  CAPACITOR TO BASE 
F IT � RUBBER FEET TO BASE 

\ST WIRING POSITION 
PREFORM RESISTORS 

Zt<> WIRING POSITION 

jTH WIRING POSITION 

RIVET CATCH SPRING TO BRACKET. 
RIVET BRACKET TO BASE. 
FIT SPRING ·AND CRADLE B RACKET. 

FIT TROPICAL GAUZE. 
WIRE SPRIHGSET 

FIT BELL GONGS ANO ADJUST 
ADJUST BELL 

FIT HMT CORO TO CHASSIS. 

EMPTY FEED TRAYS RETURNED 
TO STORES OH UNDERSIDE OF 
CONVEYOR AT THIS POINT 

SECTION LEADER 

VISUAL TEST 

FUNCTIONAL TEST. 
F IT COVER. 

PACK IN CARTON. 

COMPLETED TELEPHONE OUTGOING TO WAREHOUSE 

Fig. 7: Manufacture of a telephone: organization of assembly line 



assembly line. The receiver, transmitter, induction 
coil and bell and other such items come together as 
complete units on the main assembly line illustrated 
in Fig. 6. 

In manufacturing the pieceparts the pre
dominant factors are the machines and the tools, 
although as in all industrial processes the import
ance of the human factor must never be overlooked, 
but its effect on the efficiency of these processes is 
not so important as it is on assembly and adjust
ment. In effect, the forms of the assembly processes 
are dictated by the requirements and skills of the 
human operators. 

Each operative on the line performs a part of the 
total assembly operation and passes on his or her 
work to the next worker for another contribution. 
Such an arrangement is not only a highly organized 
activity but one which can be effective and 
efficient only if a high degree of willing co-opera
tion exists between the individual workers. They 
work as a team and their individual wages are 
directly related to their total effort as a team. 

Assembly Cycle 

At the beginning of each cycle the parts 
for three telephones are placed in a tray and 
passed to the first operator. She removes all the 
components required to complete her sequence 
of operations. These operations comprise fixing 
the bell gongs, bushes, regulator tags, induction 
coil, capacitor and four rubber feet to the 
base plate moulding. When her task is completed, 
and on a given signal, the three bases carrying the 
fitted components are returned to the tray which 
then passes to the next operator who, in turn, 
carries out her part of the total task. The leader of 
the team sets the time cycle to which the whole 
line works and it becomes in effect a group 
decision determining the rate of working for the 
individuals and also the payment each receives for 
the work. It is perhaps relevant to mention that the 
men who can be seen on the line working alongside 
the women are there only because of the local 
shortage of women workers. 

Seventeen stages of assembly are necessary to 
complete each instrument ready for electrical, 
mechanical and visual tests, and when tested and 
approved it is packed ready for despatch at the last 
positions on the line (Fig. 7). 

In the planning stage, even before development 
was completed, the assembly operations were 
studied and jigs, fixtures, tools and gadgets of all 
sorts to simplify and cheapen assembly were 

devised. As these began to take shape, motion 
studies of the operations were made in the Work 
Study Laboratories with selected operators, many 
of whom were eventually to work on the assembly 
line in the production shop. These studies aimed at 
perfecting the equipment and arriving at the best 
layouts for the work benches. Later, time studies 
were made of all the operations. During all this, 
improvements were being made not only in the 
methods but in the pieceparts and, of course, 
operators were being trained in what, to them, 
were new processes. By the time the tools were in 
their final form and the line was ready for transfer 
to the production shop, the methods were settled, 
and a number of key operators already trained. 

Furthermore, the management had a pretty good 
idea of the possible output of the line and the price 
to be offered to the team for piecework. 

Piecework prices are invariably negotiated 
between the workers and the management and it is 
fundamental to the maintenance of good industrial 
relations that they should be acceptable to both 
sides. Only if the team feels that it has had a fair 
deal will the individuals put forth their best efforts 
and maintain the quality of product which the 
Company and the customer expect. 

Telephone 706 is the result of close co-operation 
not only between the design engineers of the 
developing company and the Post Office, but 
between all those engineers and operatives who 
play a part in converting ideas and drawings into a 
first-class telephone to be produced by the million. 

TATr Revenue 

"British investment so far in transatlantic tele
phone cables is £7.5 million, this being a half share 
in the cable laid in 1956 linking the United 
Kingdom with Canada and the United States'', 
said the Postmaster General, answering a Parlia
mentary question on December 9. 

"The only other existing transatlantic telephone 
cable is one linking France with the United States. 
There is no British investment in that cable, but 
the United Kingdom will have a half share in cable 
to Canada to be laid in 1961 and a cable to the 
United States to be laid in 1963, and also a 25 per 
cent. share in a United Kingdom/Iceland cable 
to be laid in 1961. 

"The total British revenue from the 1956 cable 
and the associated radio facilities has amounted to 
£7.9 million." 



Problems of 

Electronic Exchanges 

J. A. Lawrence, M.I.E.E. 

T
HE first fully electronic telephone exchange 
in the world is already in service at Morris, 
Illinois, capable of serving some 600 sub

scribers connected to an experimental exchange 
designed by Bell Telephone Laboratories. In this 
country the first all electronic exchange is nearing 
completion at Highgate Wood in London Tele
communications Region-it should be ready late 
this year. In Germany two quasi-electronic ex
changes are in a fairly advanced stage of develop
ment, one for Munich developed by Siemens and 
Halske and the other for Stuttgart developed by 
Standard Electric Lorenz. Thus it may fairly be 
claimed that the first phase in the development of 
electronic switching for telephone systems is 
nearly completed. This is perhaps the most 
significant conclusion which emerges from the 
first International Conference on Electronic 
Telephone Exchanges held in this country last 
November 22-24. 

The Conference was very successful. Many 
visitors attended from Europe, the United States 
and Japan. More than a third of the papers 
presented were from foreign delegates-a good 
indication of the intense competition in this field. 
The proceedings occupied two full days and 
closed with a visit to the Post Office Research 
Station, where delegates inspected the working 
model of the Highgate Wood exchange. 

There can now be little doubt that electronic 
exchanges will, in the long run, displace existing 
types; the basic technical problems have largely 
been solved and the telephone manufacturing 
industry is entering a period of intensive develop
ment leading to production beginning, according 
to present forecasts, during 1965. As might be 
expected in such a new development the experts, 
although they all agreed that reliable and 
economic electronic exchanges are now feasible, 
are by no means in such close agreement on the 
technique most likely in the long run to displace 
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all others. Some indeed hold the view that this 
will not be possible; others take the view that the 
possible application of electronic exchanges is so 
wide, in terms of traffic usage and number 
capacity, that no single technique can be expected 
to satisfy all the objectives. From the many papers 
presented to the Conference two basically 
different techniques for electronic switching of 
telephone traffic could be distinguished: namely 
space-division and time-division. These terms 
describe the way in which a speech path is 
provided through the switching apparatus. 

In space-division systems each conversation 
requires its own physical path through the net
work, and the network as a whole comprises a 
multiplicity of such paths sufficient in number to 
handle the expected busy-hour traffic without 
overloading. In principle this does not differ from 
existing electro-mechanical systems; there are, 
however, considerable differences in technique 
particularly in control functions. 

In time-division systems many conversations are 
concentrated simultaneously on a single physical 
path. The switching network for a typical time
division exchange would comprise several such 
multi-channel paths, called rather appropriately 
highways, suitably inter-connected. The number 
of physical paths or highways required even for a 
large exchange would, however, be many times 
smaller than the number of physical paths re
quired for a comparable space-division exchange. 

The terms space-division and time-division have 
now become well known to those engaged in 
development work but to those responsible for 
day to day operation their significance may be less 
apparent and it is appropriate at this point to 
digress briefly to make the distinction clearer. 
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Fig, I : Simple switching network 

Fig. r shows a simple switching network in 
which each horizontal line represents a sub
scriber's line, the vertical lines representing 
possible physical paths over which a connexion 
might be made. Each vertical path has two inter
sections with the horizontal lines-one incoming 
and the other outgoing-interconnected by 
apparatus which provides for call supervision and 
other facilities. Each intersection is marked with 
a cross, showing where there is a connecting 
device; the term used to describe this device is, 
in fact, crosspoint. A call from any one line to any 
other may proceed via any connecting circuit. The 
means for controlling connecting operations is not 
shown. The similarity of the arrangement to a 
manual system will readily appear, the connecting 
circuits being cord circuits, the crosspoints 
multiple jacks and the controlling means the 
operator. 

If, in Fig. r, each horizontal and vertical path 
can carry only one conversation at a time, the 
system represents an elementary form of space
division exchange. 
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In practice the simple arrangement shown 
would require very large numbers of crosspoints 
for any appreciable numbers of lines and con
necting circuits. To avoid this the switching net
work usually comprises several stages of switching 
in series and is considerably more complex than 
that illustrated although the principle is un
changed. 

Two points gave rise to much discussion; first, 
the nature of the crosspoint device and, second, 
the nature of the trunking (that is, how many 
switching stages are needed and how they should 
be arranged for maximum efficiency). 

As the Conference proceeded it became clear 
that no completely satisfactory fully electronic 
crosspoint has yet emerged although there were 
advocates of gas-tube devices in which a con
ducting path is established through glowing gas, 
and transistor-like devices in which a conducting 
path is formed through a semi-conductor material 
such as germanium or silicon. The problems still 
to be solved are partly technical, partly manu
facturing but principally economic; cross points 



are required in such large numbers for any given 
exchange that they must be cheap, and cheapness 
does not go with close manufacturing tolerances. 
Thus fully electronic devices as crosspoints do not 
yet seem to be economically within reach although 
some speakers asserted their confidence that this 
phase would soon pass. 

Several speakers described an alternative cross
point device that is really a relay contact sealed-in 
to a glass tube; it is known as a dry-reed relay. 
The idea is simple: two pieces of magnetic 
material are sealed, one each end, into a glass tube 
with their ends, inside the tube, just overlapping 
but normally out of electrical contact. When the 
device is placed inside a bobbin of wire encircling 
the tube the application of a current to the bobbin 
causes the contact pieces to become magnetized 
and mutually attractive so that an electrical con
tact results. The device is small, very fast in 
operation and cheap to produce in large numbers. 
It is in fact already in pilot production. It has 
many of the attributes of an ideal electronic 
crosspoint-so much so that several speakers 
apparently preferred to think of the device as 
being electronic. 

Dry-Reed Relay 

Space-division systems using the dry-reed relay 
are in an advanced stage of development in 
Germany; they appear to have most of the 
characteristics of an electronic exchange and yet 
to retain some of the characteristics of an electro
mechanical system. For this reason some speakers 
expressed the view that their introduction into 
existing networks would be simple. It seems 
fairly safe to predict that exchanges of this type, 
with fully electronic control apparatus, will be on 
trial in public service within about two years with 
the possibility that production might follow from 
about 1965 onwards. 

The trunking of space division exchanges was 
described in several papers. The problem facing 
space exchange designers is that of minimizing 
costs by securing an optimum balance between 
the number of crosspoints used, the number of 
interstage links, and the amount of control 
apparatus required-all problems familiar in 
crosspoint systems. 

It is worth pointing out at this stage that most 
designers base their systems on control apparatus 
common to the whole exchange and which 
operates so rapidly that only one call need be 
set-up at a time. This greatly simplifies control 
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operations and permits several switching stages to 
be used in series without affecting setting-up time. 
It follows that common control permits advantage 
to be taken of optimum switching arrays but 
carries with it the need to provide safeguards 
against system breakdown. The best compromise 
between the conflicting factors has yet to be 
demonstrated, chiefly from the economic point of 
view; there was clearly much difference of 
opinion on this subject. 

Principle of Time-Division 

The principle of time-division operation repre
sents a radical departure from accepted techniques 
in switching speech. The underlying idea is 
simple; it has been found that speech intelligence 
can be transmitted from one point to another 
through a network without necessarily trans
mitting the whole waveform representing the 
intelligence. Fig. 2 shows a typical speech wave
form which is in effect an electrical current 
varying with time in the same manner as sound 
pressure varies while speaking. At intervals of 
time the amplitude of the speech waveform is 
measured electronically from some arbitrary zero. 
Looking only at the successive samples of 
amplitude the gaps may be filled in by tracing 
visually a continuous line between the tips of the 
samples. If the same operation is performed elec
tronically only the samples need be transmitted 
and the original waveform can be discarded at the 
sending end. 

An electronic device-the filter-capable of 
reconstructing a waveform from samples is simple 
in form and already well known in carrier tele
phony and it becomes possible to consider a 
speech transmission path which carries only 
samples of speech. Perfectly satisfactory speech 
can be transmitted by samples if the rate of 
sampling exceeds 8,ooo a second; ro,ooo is the 
more usual sampling rate. The duration of a 
sample need be no longer than one-half of a 
millionth of a second and any given conversation 
need occupy the transmission path only for one 
millionth of a second every roo millionths of a 
second. Single samples of 99 other conversations 
can therefore be inserted between two successive 
samples of one conversation and a single physical 
path becomes capable of handling roo different 
conversations apparently simultaneously. For 
those familiar with traffic quantities a time 
division path of this type would be capable of 
carrying 60 to 70 Erlangs of traffic. 



Once the principle is established it soon 
becomes apparent that time-division lends itself 
to particularly elegant and simple trunking 
schemes. Going back, for example, to Fig. r each 
of the horizontal lines can now represent a time
division highway drawing traffic from many lines; 
similarly each vertical line can also represent a 
time-division highway crosspointed as shown. 
Instead of very large numbers of crosspoints for 
full interconnection being needed, the number 
now required is only roo or 200-each much more 
expensive than the corresponding space-division 
crosspoint-but the saving in numbers is so large 
that it would outweigh the additional costs. 

At present roo channel highways appear to be 
the practical maximum and there are advantages 
in reducing this somewhat for production 
schemes. There is considerable difference of 
opinion about the optimum number of channels
a curious reflection of past controversy on the best 
size of switch to use in electro-mechanical 
systems. Fewer channels per highway mean more 
highways and more crosspoints for a given traffic 
but easier engineering tolerances and perhaps a 
lower overall cost. According to a speaker from 
Japan there may be little to choose in overall 

efficiency between any channel capacity from 
about 30 channels per highway upwards. Events 
may therefore ultimately favour lower channel 
capacities but more work needs to be done in this 
field to resolve the problem. 

The devices required to construct a time
division exchange are those now generally avail
able in the electronic field. Opinions differ about 
whether the transmission path of a time-division 
exchange should give both-way transmission over 
a single physical path (two-wire) or unidirectional 
transmission in opposite directions over two 
physical paths (four-wire). Either method is 
feasible and has been shown to work. The trunk
ing of a time-division exchange follows the same 
general pattern as that for space-division systems, 
except that the large traffic capacities of the 
transmission highways lead to simpler patterns 
and fewer switching stages. 

Control techniques, as already indicated, tend 
to favour control by common apparatus. The 
precise arrangement of the control apparatus 
caused some discussion; several speakers advo
cated a centralized control system similar to that 
used in computing equipment, the underlying 
idea, in its simplest terms, being that an exchange 
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should consist of a switching network controlled 
by a computer. The computer would be more or 
less standardized but the precise operations it 
effects would be determined by a programme (in 
the computing sense) inserted into the equipment 
by the administration. The programme would 
determine the facilities given by the exchange 
and, within limits, a change in programme would 
change the facilities or, perhaps, add new ones 
without otherwise altering the apparatus. 

The Morris exchange is an example of a fully 
electronic space-division exchange controlled by a 
programme stored in the control apparatus, the 
original programme being prepared on punched 
paper tape by a programming team. The descrip
tion of this Morris exchange by a speaker from 
Bell excited much interest and some discussion. 
Some speakers felt that despite the advantages in 
flexibility of facility provision the stored pro
gramme system of control was unnecessarily 
complicated and insufficiently reliable for tele
phone switching applications. 

Stored Programme Control 

Unfortunately time did not permit fuller dis
cussion on this subject nor is there yet sufficient 
experience of its operation properly to assess its 
value. It was clear, however, that those concerned 
with facility provision were intrigued by the 
possibilities of stored programme control. With 
the Morris exchange the control apparatus not 
only provided all the standard facilities but had 
made possible a trial of several new facilities for 
customers; for example, numbers frequently used 
by particular customers could be included in the 
exchange memory unit and brought into use at 
will by dialling two or perhaps three digits only 
instead of seven to twelve digits; incoming calls 
could be transferred automatically to any desig
nated number by dialling into the exchange a 
special code number followed by the designated 
number, conference calls could be arranged by 
subscribers and so on. Apart from the Bell 
contribution to the Conference, authors from 
Belgium and Sweden also advocated a form of 
stored programme control and described experi
mental systems based on this concept. It seems 
inescapable that much more will be heard of this 
technique during the next few years. 

A conference of this kind would be incomplete 
without some discussion on reliability. No system 
can entirely eliminate apparatus faults; neverthe
less the service given by an exchange must 
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approach 100 per cent. so nearly that any falling 
off due to faults is either unnoticed or causes so 
little irritation that it does not engender com
plaints. The designer is, therefore, faced with the 
requirement that the exchange must continue to 
give service in the face of faults. This turns out, in 
practice, to be a question of system organization 
and there are clearly many differences of opinion 
as to the best form of organization to adopt. 

Economic Difficulties 

Some of the control apparatus needs at least 
duplication and in attempting to provide fault 
tolerance in a design there are economic difficul
ties to overcome. Some designers prefer to rely on 
high quality components and extensive automatic 
fault detection and localizing facilities and to 
depend on the rapid removal of faults by re
placing faulty plug-in electronic units. Others do 
not accept this contention and propose that an 
exchange design should be so organized that 
sufficient alternative paths are available to every 
call to ensure that the faulty paths merely degrade 
service slightly without ever interrupting it 
entirely. This question will not be resolved until 
field experience has been obtained. 

In connexion with fault tolerance, stored 
programme control systems require expensive 
common control apparatus. This requires dupli
cation to guard against breakdown but more 
extensive safeguards (for example, triplication) 
cannot be justified economically. With only two 
equipments of a similar kind there are consider
able difficulties in detecting faulty operations 
automatically but it so happens that stored pro
gramme control permits the inclusion of extensive 
checking routines in the programme. This 
increases the length and complexity of the pro
gramme considerably but tends to make the 
apparatus self checking and provides in addition, 
automatic fault locating facilities. 

Some experts argue that this more than offsets 
the risk of breakdown inherent in the use of only 
two control units. The technique carries with it 
two important overhead charges that must not be 
overlooked: first, the cost of programming which 
can be high, and second, the need for rapid 
maintenance attention once a fault has been 
located. This could mean continuous mainten
ance attendance which is contrary to present day 
trends. 

The economics of electronic exchanges although 
mentioned at various places in this report, 



received overall far too little attention during the 
Conference, possibly because of the crowded 
programme but also perhaps because the various 
manufacturing interests represented were under
standably reluctant to disclose figures. It was, 
however, a fairly general opinion that the cost of 
electronic exchanges was falling rapidly and that 
production prospects were good. 

In conclusion the Conference must certainly be 
repeated as soon as justified by events, and the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers is to be con
gratulated on calling the first conference at what 
turned out to be an opportune moment. The 
electronic exchange is clearly on its way; there are 
many reasons for believing that 1965 or there-

abouts will become the base year from which 
administrations will be able to consider electronic 
exchanges as practical units suitable for inclusion 
in their networks. For this reason it is worth 
emphasizing that although electronic exchanges 
will of necessity have to be suitable for replacing 
an existing exchange their operating characteris
tics will differ sufficiently from those of existing 
exchanges to justify a wider study of network 
problems aimed at extracting the maximum 
advantage from their introduction. 

Articles 011 the Highgate Wood electronic exchange by 
Brigadier Sir Lionel Harris and Mr. S. W. Broadhurst 
appeared i11 our Spring 1960 number. 
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Telecommunications 

Trading Results, 1959-60 

F
OLLOWING are the main telecommunica
tions trading results for 1959-60 shown in the 
Post Office Repol"t and Commercial Accounts. 

The overall surplus, £21.9 million, included 
£16.9 million surplus on telephones and £6.4 
million on postal services, less £2.4 million deficit 
on telegraphs. Comment on the overall surplus 
was briefly reported in our Winter issue. 

Telegraphs 
The telegraph deficit, which was 4 per cent. less 

than for 1958-59, resulted from a loss of £3.2 
million on inland telegrams, offset by £0.8 million 
net gain from the other telegraph services. Total 
income from telegraph services was £20.8 million 
against expenditure of £23.2 million. 

During the year 13,827,000 inland telegrams 
were sent, about a fifth of the 1946 total. The run
down is becoming slower and the 1959-60 total 
only 1.8 per cent. lower than that in the previous 
year. Greetings telegrams made up about a quarter 
of the total traffic; a third of all greetings telegrams 
went at de luxe rates on special forms. The 
popularity of de luxe greetings telegrams is 
growing as new designs are introduced. 

The total number of oversea telegrams increased 
from 19,632,000 in 1958-59 to 20,384,000; nearly 
6,000,000 of these were transit messages. 

By the end of the year there were 5,923 telex 
subscribers, an increase of about 18 per cent. 
During the year international telex was available to 
46 oversea countries and operators in nine Euro
pean countries were able to dial direct United 
Kingdom subscribers on automatic exchanges. The 
number of manual telex calls rose from 3,269,000 
to 3,609,000, and of automatic units from l,8n,ooo 
to 8,135,000. International telex calls rose from 
3,873,000 to 4,813,000. 

Telephones 
The telephone service earned £208.5 million 

against costs of £191.6 million, compared with 
£r94.8 million income and £186.6 million costs in 
1958-59. The main contribution to the surplus of 
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£16.9 million was £12.8 million from inland trunk 
calls. 

The increase of 324,000 in the number of tele
phones in service to a total of 7,856,000 was more 
than 50 per cent. higher than in 1958-59. One 
thousand fewer orders were on hand at the end than 
at the beginning of the year; of the total of 144,000 
on hand at March 31, 95,000 were under enquiry 
or being met. The waiting list-orders awaiting 
cables or exchange equipment-was, at 49,000, the 
lowest since the war and compared with 60,000 at 
the beginning of the year. About 40 per cent. of all 
applicants were connected by the end of the 
following month. 

Manual exchange subscribers were reduced to 
just over 900,000 during the year and the number 
of manual exchanges was reduced from 1,027 to 
92r. 

Total telephone traffic rose from 4,046 million 
calls to 4, 189 million. The greatest increase was in 
long-distance calls, inland trunk traffic rising by 
14 per cent. by day and 7 per cent. by night 
(compared with an average expected annual 
increase of just over 4 per cent.). Oversea telephone 
traffic increased by IO per cent. overall, despite a 
reduction in transit traffic largely owing to the 
opening of TA T2 (France-North America). 

At March 31, 1960, the value of telephone plant, 
excluding sites and buildings, at historical cost, 
was shown as £858,467,493, less depreciation, 
£270,921,849, having depreciated value at 
£597,545,644. Depreciation provision for the year, 
at historical cost, was £33,078,395. 

Error Detection for Auto-Telex 

Error-detecting equipment, similar to that used 
in the oversea telegraph service, will be available 
for automatic telex within a year or so. 

Announcing this when inaugurating London 
automatic telex, the Postmaster General said it 
would reduce the risk of error to one in a million; 
at present this is one in 20,000-40,000 characters. 



Notes 

and 

News 
Autophone for the desk.-The Pony Autophone 
is a device, developed in Japan, which will 
"remember" up to 30 different telephone numbers 
and can be caused to dial them by pressing a 
button. 

This is one of the many devices that may be 
developed with the expansion of Subscriber Trunk 
Dialling; the Post Office is, in fact, planning to 
develop similar equipment. Such devices are, 
however, likely to be expensive because they must 
be reliable. 

* * * 

Orders for some £!8 million worth of cable and 
repeaters for the transPacific cable have been 
placed with Standard Telephone and Cables, and 
Submarine Cables. The conditions stipulate that 
as much of the raw material as possible shall be 
supplied by Australia and Canada. 

The programme calls for the Sydney-Auckland 
line to be ready by July 1962. The whole cable is 
to be laid by mid-1964. 

* * * 

Plan 2 Telephone Service.-A new extension 
telephone arrangement, known as Plan 2 and now 
available, is specially suitable where several people 
who need telephone service are in the same room. 
Plan: 2 comprises from two to six instruments which 
can be switched at will to either of two lines from 
the exchange (or PBX) by press buttons on each 
instrument. There is no secrecy between stations 
switched to the same line but there is, of course, 
secrecy between the exchange lines. 

* * * 

Freefone-started experimentally in 1958-now 
has 100 subscribers among many kinds of busi
nesses. Customers can call a Freefone subscriber 
without paying for the call. 

Telephone Week 
Telephone Week, during which customers 

throughout the country will be specially invited 
to visit their local exchanges, will be held from 
April IO to 15. 

Telephone Week is being organized to do for 
the telephone service what Postal Week did so 
successfully for the mail services last year: to give 
customers an insight into what is involved in 
providing telephone service and enable them to 
meet the men and women who provide the service. 

Local controlling officers will invite Members of 
Parliament, civic leaders and representatives of 
local organizations and business to visit exchanges 
personally during the week. Every visitor will be 
given a leaflet, "Welcome to Our Exchange" and 
explanatory material; maps showing the local call 
area, wall charts explaining simply how the 
telephone works, and so on, will be displayed in 
the exchanges. 

* * * 

Sir Godfrey Ince, G.C.B., K.B.E., Chairman 
of Cable & Wireless Ltd. since 1956, died on 
December 20, aged 69. Sir Godfrey retired from 
the Civil Service in 1956 after being Permanent 
Secretary to the Ministry of Labour since 1944· 
During the war he was Director General of Man 
Power. He brought to Cable & Wireless a first-class 
intellect, wise, with much experience; a great sense 
of the importance of the Commonwealth in the 
world of today; and a clear realization of the 
valuable part which could be played by really 
efficient Commonwealth telecommunications. He 
will be sadly missed by his colleagues, both in the 
Company and in the Post Office. 

* * * 

Captain I. R. Finlayson has succeeded Captain 
W. H. Leech, O.B.E., D.S.C., who retired from 
the post of Submarine Superintendent on January 
3r. Captain J. F. Betson, O.B.E., Commander of 
H.M.T.S. Monarch, will be Deputy Submarine 
Superintendent. 

* * * 

Regional Representative.-Mr. J. Sharp has 
become Joumal representative for North Eastern 
Region, Mr. P. Frost having been appointed 
Regional Public Relations Officer. 



Attractive appearance is an essential consideration when 
designing subscribers' apparatus, but important, too, is small 
size. Both these objectives have been achieved in this lamp 
signalling switchboard, designed in conjunction with the 
B.P.O. to supersede the existing indicator signalling 2 + 4 
switchboard housed in a bulky, outmoded wooden cabinet. 
Although considerably smaller than its predecessor, it 
provides two more extensions and has a total capacity for 
two exchange lines and six extensions. 
Much of the reduction in size has been obtained by the 
adoption of a new 4-wire principle for local extension lines. 
This has enabled certain additional facilities to be provided 
with fewer components, as for example, operator re-call and 
secretarial 'hold'. 
A grey plastic drop-on cover, with a simple release action, 
provides easy access to all components conveniently arranged 
on a 3-section, hinged chassis of drawn steel. The key and 
lamp panel is tastefully finished in a durable coating of grey 
P.V .C. and the ivory coloured key handles are shaped and 
marked to facilitate operation. 
Power for transmission and signalling is normally derived 
from a mains driven unit. 

• ERICSSON TELEPHONES LTD. 

ETELCO LTD. 
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New Year Honours 

Mr. W. T. Gemmell, Director, Midland Region, 
was awarded the C.B.E. in the New Year Honours 
list. 

Following are the honours conferred on Post 
Office telecommunications people: 

Mr. S. J. Giffen, Senior Assistant Telecom
munications Controller, Post Office Headquarters, 
Northern Ireland-a former Regional Representa
tive of the Joumal; Mr. C. W. Sowton, Assistant 
Staff Engineer, Engineer-in-Chief's Office and 
Mr. P. G. Hallett, T.D., Assistant Engineer, 
Telephone Manager's Office, Bristol, received the 
O.B.E. 

Mr. R. B. Dickinson, Executive Engineer, 
Engineer-in-Chief's Office, and Mr. F. E. Buck
field, Assistant Engineer, Gloucester, received the 
M.B.E. 

The B.E.M. list included Mr. E. J. Easter, lately 
Technical Officer, King's Lynn; Miss D. M. 
Evans, Travelling Supervisor, Cardiff; Mr. C. 
Maddison, Technical Officer, Newcastle upon 
Tyne; Miss D. M. Marshall, Chief Supervisor, 

Bradford; Mr. L. R. Sparks, Technical Officer, 
Post Office Research Station; Miss D. M. Ray
mond, Chief Supervisor, Carlisle; Mr. S. A. J. 
Thwaites, Supervisor, South West Area, London 
Telecommunications Region; Mr. A. Wooldridge, 
Technician IIA Jointer, Victoria (London) Tele
phone Exchange. 

* * * 

Cable & Wireless Ltd. launched a new Cable 
Ship Retriever in December. Until 1962, when an 
8,ooo-ton laying ship will be commissioned, the 
4,000-ton Retrie·ver will be the largest of the 
Company's seven ships and the first constructed to 
recover and overboard repeatered telephone cables. 
Her range is 8,ooo miles, with 15 knots maximum 
speed, a 7-week sea endurance, and a cable 
capacity of 21,000 cubic feet. 

Retriever will probably be based on Suva, Fiji
one of the landing points of the planned trans
Pacific cable. The Company has since ordered the 
new ship from Cammell Laird at a cost of 
£i .9 million. 

Editorial Board. F. I. Ray, C.B., C.B.E. (Chairman), Director of Inland Telecommunications, H. M. 
Turner, Deputy Regional Director, London Telecommunications Region; L. J. Glanficld, Telecom
munications Controller, Midland Region; A. Kemp, C.B.E., Assistant Secretary, Inland Telecommuni
cations Department; Col. D. McMillan, C.B., O.B.E., Director, External Telecommunications Executive; 
H. Williams, Assistant Engineer-in-Chief; Public Relations Department-John L. Young (Editor); 
Miss K. M. Davis. 

Regional Representatives. J. Sharp, North-Eastern Region; R. F. Bradburn, Wales and Border Counties; 
E. G. Conley, North-Western Region; T. E. Harries, Northern Ireland; V. T. Dodson, Home Counties 
Region; F. W. Gilby and W. Handley, London Telecommunications Region; H. Scarborough, Scotland; 
L. Beeby, Midland Region; W. F. Westaway, South-Western Region; J. E. Judson, Engineering 
Department. 

Publication and Price. TheJ011nzal is published in November, February, May and August, price 1/6. 
The annual postal subscription rate is 6/6 to any address at home or overseas. 

Copyright. Copyright of the contents of the Journal is reserved. Application for permission to reprint 
all or part of any article should be addressed to the Editor. 

Advertisements. No official responsibility is accepted for any of the private or trade advertisements 
included in this publication. Communications, advertisement copy, etc., should be addressed to Sawell 
& Sons, Ltd., 4 Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4 (Telephone: FLEet Street 4353). 

Contributions. The Editorial Board will be glad to consider articles of general interest within the 
telecommunications field. No guarantee of publication can be given. The ideal length of such articles 
would be 750, 1,500 or 2,000 words. The views of contributors are not necessarily those of the Board 
or of the Department. 
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��.c.J 
use 

-:��� 
solder less 

The above illustration shows a battery of Automachines 

applying spade terminals to telephone cords wiring 

devices GEC are one of the many leading British Companies 

who use A-MP products on telephone equipment. 

Close up of Automachine in operation 

TRADE MARK 

•Trade Mark of 

AMP Incorporated, U.S.A. 

The new telephone 

Completed cord with terminals 

WRITE NOW ABOUT THE CREATIVE APPROACH TO BETTER WIRING 
AIRCRAFT-MARINE PRODUCTS (GT. BRITAIN) LTD. 
Head Office: Dept. 24, AM PLO HOUSE, 87/89 SAFFRON HILL, LONDON, E.C. I 
Tel: CHAncery 2902 (7 lines) Cables: AM PLO LONDON TELEX. Telex 23513 

Works: Scottish Industrial Estate, Port Glasgow, Scotland 
Sbuth Africa: Di"ributor: E. S. Mowat & Sons (Pty) Ltd. 51-57, Milne Street, P.O. Box 437, Durban, 

Natal, South Africa 
Australia: Manufacturing Company: Aircraft-Marine Produces (Australia) Pty. Ltd. Box 78 P.O. Auburn, 

N.S.W. Australia 
Distributor: Greendale Engineering and Cables Pty. Ltd. 43-51 Nelson Street, Annandale, 

N.S.W. Australia 
Associated Companies in: U.S.A., Canada, Holland, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Puerto Rico and Mexico 

AP. 114 
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G.423 

1.5 k W/SSB - !SB transmitter, 

one of the G.420 series 

LATEST TECHNIQUES 

TRANSISTORISED 

COMPACT 

ECONOMICAL 

FLEXIBLE 

EXPANDABLE 

For further details please write: 

SSB-ISB 
EQUIPMENT FOR THE 

BRITISH 

POST OFFICE 
by 

I/etliFon 

R.403 (R. 151/RA 10) 

SSB-ISD H/F receiver. 

RED IF 0 N LIMITED Communications Sales Division, 

Broomhill Road, Wandsworth, London, S.W.18. Telephone: VANdyke 728i 
A Manufact11ri11g Company in the Rediffusio1J Group 
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For Your Next Project 

ATE 
Transmission Equipment 

TYPE CM 

1/tOOOPLW:> 

THESE PHOTOGRAPHS of a typical 
Type CM sub assembly show that 

�'""_...,..printed wiring, transistors, ferrites, 
tantalum capacitors and gold-plated 
contacts are just some of the more l�-�����������i�J�obvious features of the compact equip-
ment design. 

Fl'011t and bach of cluw11e/ eq11ipme11t boa I'd, lia/f actual size. To the user, the fact that every feature 
IJll91'!1!!ll"" has been submitted to the most pro

longed and painstaking proving before 
production is equally important and 
an assurance that maintenance and 
installation requirements have been 
minimised. 

A.T.E. TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT 

TYPE CM FOR LINE, CABLE AND 

===��� RADIO SYSTEMS 

For further i11formatio11 011 Type CM Eq11ip111e11l ruritefor B111/e1i11 TEB 3001 co:-

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 
STROWGER HOUSE, ARUNDEL STREET, LONDON, W.C.2 TELEPHONE: TEMPLE BAR 9262 

AT 8951 
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[ Plessey J 
TELECOMMUNICAT 

speed the 

VI 



IONS 

nevvs 

Plessey is everywhere, you'll find ... in New 

Delhi for example, where the Common

wealth Relations Office has installed Plessey 

Teleprinter Terminals for the reception of 

the London Press Service Broadcasts. 

The ubiquity of Plessey Radio Teleprinter 

Equipment is as complete in world meteoro

logy, press and consular services as Plesscy 

Telecommunications is in the total telecom

munications field. Other Commonwealth Re

lations Offices with Plessey teleprinter terminal 

equipment include Karachi, Salisbury and 

Colombo. Reuters have similar installations at 

IJenghazi, Athens, Ankara, Hong Kong, 

Mauritius and Buenos Aires and in Ethiopia 

and the Lebanon it is employed in Civil Aviation. 

Behind this achievement are the extensive 

prototype aod quality manufacturing re

sources of the Telecommunications Division, 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 

-, 

inspired by the work of a unique research and 

development organisation. The Company 

recognises the need to segregate advanced 

thinking from the hustle and distraction of 

the factory. Accordingly, in addition to the 

Group Research Laboratories at Roke Manor 

and other specialised research centres already 

existing in the U.K., extremely well equipped 

laboratories have recently been established al 

West Leigh for advanced telecommunications 

studies. ln these establishments, the next 

generation of telecommunications equipment 

is already taking shape. 

In close support at all Limes are the complete 

resources of the Plessey Group of Companies 

which include unrivalled tool making and 

machining facilities, a full range of environ

mental testing and production laboratories, 

and the services of the materials laboratories 

at Caswell. 

ELECTRONIC & EQUIPMENT GROUP 
THE PLESS EV COMPANY LIMITED · ILFORD · ESSEX Telephone: ILFORD 3040 

Overseas Sales Organisation: Plessey International Limited · llford · Essex · England 

('ftj TD4G 
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In almost. 

every country 

there's an 

STC system 

1 n service 

Malaya 

for instance � 
Jn most countries of the world Standard Telephones and Cables 

Limited llavc installed telecommunications systems exLensivc in 

coverage an<;l employing the most a<lvancecl t.echnlques. 

But the magnitude of the project is not the chief concern of STC

the same painstaking thought and care are broug-ht to bear on a 

simple inter�communicat.ion system between a few Omces or the 

production of a single component. 

It is clue to such attenWm to detail and to the expansion of research, 

development and production resources throughout seventy-eight 

years, that S'l'C are able to hanclle communications projects of any 

kind ... any size ... anywhere! 

/11 Malaya, STC /lave i11slal/e1l an SHF 

nlil'fOll'CWe System covering a foute of 270 

miles. Tllis system forms tile 'bach·bo11e' of Ille 
trunk telephone system in Southern 1\/alaya 
and connects Kuala Lumpur and Sin.Qapore 
1ritlt other main centres of population. 

STC PRODUCTS COVER: LIN£ 'l'HANS�fISSION 

'l'ELECOl\1MUNICA'l'ION CABLES . SOUND AND 

VISION UROADCASTING •RADIO C0:-0'll\'1UNICAT10NS 

AIR NAVIGATION AIDS · REMOTE: CO:-!'l'ROL 

RAILWAY COMi\'IUNICATIONS 'l'ELEPHONY 

'l'l!:LEGHAPHY · SUBMARINI!: COM�IUNICATIONS 

E L ECTRO N I C  EQUIPME>IT · ELECTRONIC 

COMPON EN'l'S SOUND REPRODUCTION 

Standard Tclepltones and Cables limited 

61(6G 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS ANO ELECTRONICS 

CONNAUGHT HOUSE 63 ALDWYCH 
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Transistorized 

UNIVERSAL 

COUNTER 

TOMER 

Frequency Measurement 

Random Counting 

Frequency Division 

Time Measurement 

Frequency Standard 

RANK CINTEL LIMITED 

This fully transistorized portable equipment pro

vides for a wide range of time and frequency 

measurement as well as facilities for counting, 

frequency division and the provision of standard 

frequencies. The facilities available are briefly listed 

below: 

TIME/UNIT EVENT (1 LINE): For the measurement 

of the time interval between two occurrences in a 

continuously varying electrical function in the 

range 3µsec to 1 sec. The time for 1, 10 or 100 

such events can be measured. 

TIME/UNIT EVENT (2 LINE): For time measurement 

in range 1f.1.sec to 2777hrs. of any interval defined 

by a positive or negative going pulse in any 

combination. 
EVENTS/UNIT TIME: For frequency measurement 
in range 30c/s to 1 Mc/s over period of 0·001 0·01 ' ' 

0·1, 1 or 10secs. Crystal accuracy ±2 parts in 
106/week. For mains or 12Vd.c. operation. 

Full lechnical specification available on request. 

WORSLEY BRIDGE ROAD • LONDON • SE2G 

HITHER GREEN 4600 

Sales and Servicing Agents: Atkins, Robertson & Whiteford Ltd., Industrial Estate, Thornliebank, Glasgow; 

McKel/en Automation Ltd., 122 Seymour Grove, 0 Id Trafford, Manchester, 16; 

Hawnt & Co. Ltd., 112-114 Pritchett Street, Birmingham, 6. 
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CONSTANT VOLTAGE 
RECTIFIERS 

• FOR ALL TELEPHONE APPLICATIONS 

• APPROVED FOR P.O. USE 

• UNAFFECTED BY WIDE VARIATIONS OF 

FREQUENCY, INPUT VOLTAGE AND LOAD 

CURRENT BETWEEN MAXIMUM AND ZERO 

• FREE FROM CYCLIC MODULATION 

• HIGH EFFICIENCY 

• SUITABLE FOR USE WITH GENERATORS HAVING 

FREQUENCY FLUCTUATIONS OF ±20% 

• NO MOVING PARTS OR VALVES 

CAYSON ELECTRICS LTD. 
WATFORD, ENGLAND 

TEL.: WATFORD 29159-27452 

1-t s-tarted i:nl890··· 

... since then, 

Connollys have con

tinuously supplied 

paper and plastic 

telephone cables to the '. ��
British Post Office

thus contributing to 

the efficient operation 

of the public telephone 

service in this country. 

Connollys have also 

played a prominent 

part in supplying 

telecommunication 

cables for service in 

most countries overseas. 

CONNOLLYS (BLACKLEY) LIMITED 
Cable Division, Blackley, Manchester 9. Tel.: Cheetham Hill I 001 

x 
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NEWVINKOR SERIES 

Covers frequencies from 100 Kc/ s to 
Mc/s 

. . . . 
. . · : , ·. ··: . ·.... .. ..·.·. : ..... : .. . . . ..

. : .
...... 

A new series of Vinkor adjustable pot cores has been developed by Mullard for use in the 

frequency range 100 kc/s to 2 Mc/s. This series is in addition to the highly successful group 

already widely used for frequencies between 1 kc/s and 200 kc/s. 

The world's most efficient pot core assembly, the Mullard Vinkor gives a choice 

of 3 permeabilities and has exceptionally high performance and stability. 

Write today for full details of the wide range of Vinkors now available. 

Mullard VJN 
ADJUSTABLE POT CORE ASSEMBLIES 

MULLARO LTD;,, COMPONENT DIVISION . .., MULLARO HOUSE, "{ORRINGTON PLACE,W.C.1. 
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24 

different 

types of 

fixing 

device 

for 

Speed 

and 

Strength 

FIXING DEVICES 

USED BY THE 
MILLION 

THROUGHOUT 
INDUSTRY 

Made by THE RAW LP LUC CO LTO, 

CROMWELL ROAD, 

LONDON, S. W. 7 

The World's largest 
/fAanufacturers of 

Fixing Devices 
B559A 

(]at l(Mt M�i:s! a;� 
RAWLPLUG FIXING .DEVICES 
FOR SPEEDY FIXING IN ANY MATERIAL 

No more trouble or costly delay because the material was 'difficult'! Whether it's 
concrete or plastic, breeze or sheet metal, cavity brick or lath and plaster, there's a 

Rawlplug Fixing Device that makes firm screw or bolt fixings quickly, easily and 
economically. The speedy answer to every fixing problem is one or other of the 24 
different types of Rawlplug Fixing Devices. Write for illustrated brochure. 

SCREW FIXINGS 

Use lhc famous RAWLPLUG 
for neat, firm fixings in brick, 
stone, etc. All sizes up to �-" 
diameter Coach Screws. Rawl
plugs are waterproof and un
affected by climatic conditions. 

BOLT FIXINGS 

Screwed up from the front 
the amazing RA \VLNUT forms 
its own rivet head behind the 
material-airtight, watertight. 
vibration-proof, squeak-proof! 
For all thin or hollow 
materials. 

xii 

Rawlplug WHITE BRONZE 
PLUGS arc specially suitable 
when the fixing is subject to 
very high temperatures, such as 
the omer brick coverings of 
furnaces. Use also for under
water fixtures. 

Use Rnwlplug BOLT AN· 
CHORS for bolling down in 
extremely wet or corrosive 
situations. Caulking completely 
seals the anchorage. Use also 
for anchoring Diesel Genera
lOrs, Power Hammers, etc. 

For ceilings of lath and plaster, 
plasterboard, etc., use Rawl
plug SPRING T O GGLES. The 
inserted Toggle springs open 
behind the material, spreading 
the load over a wide area. 

NEW ! RA WLSETS, for ,;;• 
;.ind -A" \Vhit. screws, arc metal 
shell sockets whi-::h grip by ex
pansion. Ideal for fixing signs, 
stoves, metal windows, fluores
cent lieht fittings, etc. \Vrite for 
leaflet. 

Rawlplug CEMENT-IN-SOCK
ETS arc positioned before con
crete is pourcd,climinatingholc
boring. They provide strong, 
permanent fixings wherever bolt 
locations can be pre-determined. 
For bolt diameters -tH to I". 

Rawlplug GRA VlTY TOG
GLES are ideal for hollow mat
erials from -RH thick. Inserted 
horizontally, the long end falls 
into correcl position by gravity. 
The screw is then tightened in 
normal way. For �", -?i" and 
.} .. \Vhit. Screws. 



BAYLISS, JONES & BAYLISS LTD 
HEADOFt'ICE: VICTORIA WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON .TELEPHONE: \VOLVEUHAMP'I'ON20Hl 

LONDON OPFICE: CKN HOUSE, 22 KTNGS\VA\', l.ONDr)N, V./ .r..2. 'J'J;;T,'fo�PHONJ.:: C:HANC::ERY 1616 
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4. Tape wheels can 

be supplied and are 
easily mounted An eccen
hic drive prndLces the 
automatic !ape l'linding. 

Contractors to the G.P.O. 

NATIONAL COAL BOARD 

BRITISH RAILWAYS 

C.E.G.B. and 

BRITISH & DOMINION GOVERNMENTS DEPTS. 

CABLES 
HACKBRIDGE CABLE CO. LTD. 

KELVIN WORKS, 

HACKBRIDGE, SURREY 

Phone: FRAnklin 1101-7 

G.N.T. 5-UNIT TAPE TRANSMITTER 
MODEL 20 

1. Easy insertion of tape. The pal'll-locked tape latch is placed lo 
the exheme right making the distance from, for example, a --�#/II 
keyboard pertoralor as sho1l as possible. The hansmiller may 
be led with chadless tape as well as fully perto1aled tape. Also 

supplied adjustable for ll'lo tape l'lidlhs 
(11/16" and 7/8"). 

OREAT NORTHERN TELEORAPH WORKS 
DI VISION OF THE GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH CO. LTD. 

4, SVOHAVNS PLAOS, COPENHAGEN SV, DENMARK - LONDON OFFICE: 5, ST. HELEN'S PLACE, LONDON, E.C.3. 
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9.G.C 

G.E.C. has been awarded the contract to supply and Install 
two bothway radio channels between Dundee and 

Harrogate, the first stage of the new national broadband 
microwave network. Operating In the 6000 Meis frequency 
band, the system will consist of six hops. One of the two 
channels will be used as the working channel and the second 
as the standby, Provision Is made for the system to be extended to 
have five working channels with one common standby channel. 

The equipment, which conforms to the latest CCIR 

recommendations Is capable of conveying either a television 
circuit or 960 speech circuits. 

For further informal/on, please write for 

Standard Specification SPO 5555 

EVERYTHING FOR TELECOMMUNICA T/ONS 

S.8.C. 

SHF 
Broadband 
Radio 
Equipment 
again 

selected by the 
BRITISH POST OFFICE 

THE GENERAL ELECTRl'C co. LTD. OF ENGLAND •Telephone WOl'kS•Covontry• England 

WORKS AT COVENTRY• LONDON· MIDDLESBROUGH · PORTSMOUTH 
Smee'• GEC74A 

TllE. POST OFFICE TELUCOMMUNICATIONS JOURNAL JS PRINT.ED .�on U.M. STATIONERY OPPICE DY BROWN KNIGHT & TRUSCOTT LTD. 
rr/12 DURY STRSET, l.ONDON, n.c.3, ANO IS PUOL1SUED QUARTERLY tN NOVEMBER, PBDRUARY, lfAY AND AUGUST DY H.M. POSTltASTER GENERAL 

AT THE POST OllPJCR HEADQUARTERS, LONDON E:,C.I J 



Modal "880" Hl1h Stablllty 
HF receiver, Superb specifica
tion and performanct>-- designed 
to melt professional require
ments. Ran&e 500 kc/s to 30 
Mc/s. Dial setting accuracy within 
I kc/•. Combines the advantages 
or crystal control with continuous 
tu nine. 

Modal "850/2" Ganeral Pu"' 
poH LF/MF recelv:er. Range 10 
kc/s to 600 kc/s approximately. 
Full communl.,.tions facilities. 

Model "770R" Very Hl1li Fre
quency receiver, covering from 
" Mc/s to 165 Mc/s in six ran&es. 
Accepts AM, FM and CW. High 
sensitivity, fine control, thor· 
oughly reliable. 

Between 

10 kc/s 
and 

1000 Mc/s 

Model ''730/4" General pu"' 
pose HF receiver. Developed to 
meet a Government specification 
and capable or an excellent per

formance. Range �80 kc/s to 30 
Mc/s. (Special veraions available 
giving crystal control and low 
frequency covcrace.) 

Model "770U" Ultra Hlch 
Frequency receiver, coverlnc 
from 150 Mc/s to SOOMc/s. Excel, 
lent performance throu1hout and 
suicable for receivin& either FM 
or AM signals. 

Model "7705" Extra 1-!J1h 
Frequency receiver, havln1 a 
ran1e from 500 Mc/3 to 1000 Mc/s. 
Specially @veloped drcujtry 
gives high performanco. 
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